WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

One Hundred Twenty-Ninth Commencement

May Eighteenth
Nineteen Hundred Ninety
Eight-Thirty Friday Morning
A Brief History of Washington University

Founded in 1853, the University was located in downtown St. Louis for its first fifty years. Ground for a new site on the edge of the city was purchased in 1894 and in 1900 construction was begun on the first five buildings of a plan based upon the medieval courtyards of Oxford and Cambridge Colleges.

These first ivy covered Gothic buildings with their red granite walls, arches and gargoyles formed the quadrangle. Upon completion, these original buildings were leased to the 1904 World’s Fair. The lease money made it possible to begin construction of additional buildings and all were used for the Fair before the University moved in. The athletic stadium, Francis Field, was built to accommodate the 1904 Olympic games, presented in conjunction with the Fair.

Over the years, the original “Academic Gothic” architecture has been succeeded by a variety of eclectic styles, but certain key principles of the original plan were retained. Plazas and courtyards still reflect the original theme.

A Note on the Commencement Ceremony

Washington University and other American universities, public and private, follow the pattern of degree granting developed at the University of Paris, which was founded about 1100.

In the early days of the University of Paris the discipline of the students, and indeed their entire education fell under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Paris who was responsible for local educational matters. In an attempt to perform his office, the Bishop claimed supervision of curriculum and degree-granting. Here he ran into trouble from the teachers who felt they were the proper judges of the qualifications of their students. They demanded the right to grant the degree.

The modern commencement ceremony represents a compromise between the Bishop and the teaching masters. By 1200 the masters were judging the merits of the student and then recommending him to the Bishop who conferred the degree. The ceremony you will witness this morning is the successor to this medieval compromise. The Faculty sits on the platform in its role as teacher and examiner. Its leaders, the Deans, present the qualified candidates to the Chancellor, acting as executive officer of the Board. Today the Chancellor and the Board act, as did the medieval Bishop when, acting together, they grant accreditation upon the student’s completion of the Faculty’s requirements.
A Note on Academic Dress

The academic dress worn by Faculty and candidates indicates the degree held, the subject in which it is held, and the institution granting it. Gowns are of three kinds: the Bachelor's with full, pointed sleeves, hanging open; the Master's with flowing sleeves which hang below the opening at the wrist; the Doctor's with very full sleeves gathered at the wrist. The gowns are black, although occasionally trimmed with colored velvet. The hoods, on the other hand, are of many colors. The color of the lining of the hood indicates the institution granting the degree: e.g., the hood of Washington University is lined with red and green. The color of the tassel on the cap and of the velvet edging of the hood, carried forward around the throat, indicates the division of the university.

White—Arts, Letters, Humanities
Dark Blue—Philosophy
Golden Yellow—Science
Orange—Engineering
Gray—Technology
Blue Violet—Architecture

Silver Beige—Business
Brown—Fine Arts
Citron—Social Work
Purple—Law
Lilac—Dentistry
Green—Medicine

Academic dress markedly different from the above description indicates a degree from a foreign university.

Banners

In addition to the coloring present in the academic dress, the division is also represented on the University's Commencement banners. These banners are carried by a student marshal at the head of the procession for their division. You will note that the side sections of the banners are red and green, the University's colors, and that the center section, which bears the seal of the University, is the color of the academic division.
Order of Exercises

Academic Procession

The Mighty Mississippi Concert Band of St. Louis

Directed By Dan Presgrave
Director of Bands at
Washington University

America the Beautiful

Mary Ella Henderson
Artist in Residence in Music at
Washington University

Remarks

Lee M. Liberman
Chairman of the Board of Trustees

Commencement Reading and Remarks

Mona Van Duyn, Poet
Chancellor, Academy of American Poets
Member, American Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters
"The Imagination—Commencement or Conclusion"

Conferral of Honorary Degrees

William H. Danforth
Chancellor of the University
Assisted by members of the Board of Trustees

Conferral of Academic Degrees

Chancellor Danforth
Assisted by the Provost, Edward S. Macias

Remarks by Senior Class President

Catherine Ann deNourie

The Chancellor's Message to the 1990 Graduates

Alma Mater

Mary Ella Henderson

Recession

The audience will please remain seated while the academic procession enters the Quadrangle. At the conclusion of the ceremony, the audience will remain seated until the recession has left the Quadrangle.
Order of Procession

Grand Marshal
Honorary Grand Marshal

FACULTY DIVISIONS

I Chancellor, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Chairman of the Senate Council, Speakers, Honorary Degree Recipients, Members of the University Administration

ASSOCIATE GRAND MARSHAL

II Members of the Board of Trustees

Marshall

III Fiftieth Reunion Class

Marshals

IV Deans and Members of the Faculty

Marshall

CEREMONIAL, COMMENCEMENT AND STUDENT MARSHALS

Ceremonial Marshals are charged with the responsibility of hooding Student Marshals during the commencement exercises when degrees are conferred to each division. Commencement Marshals lead each division during the opening commencement procession. Student Marshals represent the student body of each division and carry the divisional banners and signs during the procession.

Ceremonial Marshals

Kevin Herbert and Stuart D Yoak

Mabel L Purkerson

Anita Jean Holtz

Ellyn Joy Rosenblum

Lori Ann Thesing

Richard W Brand

Christopher Joseph LoFrisco,

Marsha Lynn Marden and Roger Blake Nielsen

Debra Carlson Wood

Jonathan Iuster Goldstein,

Sally Herr Townsley and Carolyn Gail Vasterling

David L Cronin

Julie Ann DeRosier,

Clare Anne Harshbarger Jacobsmeier and Mary T Weiler

Ronald Allen Leach

Betsy Sara Ruppa

Stephanie Kathleen Heyl and Alan Mark Wiener
VI Commencement Marshal
Master of Science in Business Administration
Master of Business Administration
Student Marshals Brooks Lanham McCorcle and Kevin F Mulhall
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Student Marshal Evan Lawrence Lukasik

Silver-Beige

VII Commencement Marshal
Master of Architecture and Urban Design
Master of Architecture
Student Marshals David Marc Schefer and Sherine Hussein Toppozada
Bachelor of Technology
Student Marshal Christopher John Wayman

Blue-Violet

VIII Commencement Marshal
Master of Information Management
Master of Engineering Management
Student Marshal Mark Wayne Pyclick
Bachelor of Technology
Bachelor of Science
Student Marshals Christy Ann Bobbitt and Michael Lee Goodall

Gray

IX Commencement Marshal
Doctor of Science
Student Marshal John K Russell
Master of Science
Student Marshal Roger Dean Chamberlain
Bachelor of Science
Student Marshal Jean Louise Harker
Student Marshal Scott James Ladewig

Orange

X Commencement Marshal
Master of Health Science
Student Marshal Bill D Smith
Bachelor of Science
Student Marshals Ramasamy Letchumanan
Student Marshals Jane Ellen Hoppe and Judith Ann Skala

Golden Yellow

XI Commencement Marshal
Doctor of Philosophy
Doctor of Education
Student Marshals April L Hamel

Dark Blue

XII Commencement Marshal
Master of Science in Speech and Hearing
Master of Music
Master of Arts in Teaching
Master of Liberal Arts
Master of Fine Arts in Writing
Master of Arts in Education
Master of Arts
Student Marshals Jennifer Hegglin Case,
Marshall Kathleen Cheney and Arthur Richard Watson
White
XIII Commencement Marshal
Bachelor of Music
Bachelor of Arts
Student Marshals

Gerhild S Williams
Robert Eugene Burke,
John Alan Girotto and Laura Suzanne Meckler

White

SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS
Catherine Ann deNourie, President
Douglas Paul Sanderson, Vice President
Vern Bruce Engbar, Treasurer
Arlina Ahluwalia, Secretary

The asterisk beside a student’s name indicates combined degree recipient.
The recessions will follow the same order as the procession.
COMMENCEMENT SEATING CHART

Cupples I

Faculty
Beaumont Pavilion

Guest Seating

Student Marshals
Medicine
Dental Medicine
Law
Social Work
Fine Arts
Business
Architecture
Engineering
Engineering
University College
Graduate Arts & Sciences
Arts and Sciences
Arts and Sciences
Arts and Sciences
Arts and Sciences

Guest Seating

Student Marshals
Medicine
Dental Medicine
Law
Social Work
Fine Arts
Business
Architecture
Engineering
Engineering
University College
Graduate Arts & Sciences
Arts and Sciences
Arts and Sciences
Arts and Sciences
Arts and Sciences

Guest Seating

Guest Seating

Guest Seating

Guest Seating

Busch
Order of Presentation

I Bachelor of Arts
   Bachelor of Music

II Master of Arts
   Master of Arts in Education
   Master of Fine Arts in Writing
   Master of Liberal Arts
   Master of Arts in Teaching
   Master of Music
   Master of Science in Speech and Hearing

III Doctor of Education
   Doctor of Philosophy

IV Bachelor of Science
   Master of Health Science

V Bachelor of Science
   Master of Science
   Doctor of Science

VI Bachelor of Science
   Bachelor of Technology
   Master of Engineering Management
   Master of Information Management

VII Bachelor of Technology
   Master of Architecture
   Master of Architecture and Urban Design

VIII Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
   Master of Business Administration
   Master of Science in Business Administration

IX Bachelor of Fine Arts
   Master of Fine Arts

X Master of Social Work

XI Doctor of Law
   Master of Laws

XII Doctor of Dental Medicine

XIII Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy
   Bachelor of Science in Physical Therapy
   Master of Science in Occupational Therapy
   Master of Science in Physical Therapy
   Master of Health Administration
   Master of Psychiatric Epidemiology
   Doctor of Medicine
Emeritus Appointments

Each year some members of the Washington University faculty reach the rank of emeritus. Their ability and service, in the classroom and out, has enriched the University and the lives of their students and colleagues. In appreciation for what they have done, we record here the names of those who attain emeritus rank by the end of the academic year 1989-1990.

Joan C Beaning
Associate Professor of Education
At Washington University since 1960

David A Bensinger
Professor of Periodontics
At Washington University since 1951

Marvin J Fisher
Professor of Electrical Engineering
At Washington University since 1956

John C Herweg
Professor of Pediatrics
At Washington University since 1949

Jack H Hexter
John M Olin Professor of the History of Freedom
At Washington University since 1978

Robert J McCune
Professor of Restorative Dentistry
At Washington University since 1985

Wayne J McFarland
Professor of Physical Education
At Washington University since 1964

Hyman P Minsky
Professor of Economics
At Washington University since 1965

Norman K Muschany
Associate Professor of Clinical Obstetrics and Gynecology
At Washington University since 1956

Howard Nemirov
Edward Mallinckrodt Distinguished University Professor of English and Distinguished Poet-in-Residence
At Washington University since 1969

Edward Okun
Professor of Clinical Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences
At Washington University since 1968

Mary L Parker
Associate Professor of Preventive Medicine
At Washington University since 1962

Leroy W Peterson
Lecturer in Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
With rank of Clinical Professor
At Washington University since 1946
BUFORD D SMITH
Professor of Chemical Engineering
At Washington University since 1965

MALCOLM H STROUD
Professor of Otolaryngology
At Washington University since 1965

REIMUT WETTE
Professor of Biostatistics
At Washington University since 1966
HONORARY DEGREES

ZANE EDISON BARNES

DOCTOR OF LAWS

Zane E. Barnes, retired chairman of the board and chief executive officer of Southwestern Bell Corporation, began his telecommunications career in 1941 as a telephone lineman with Ohio Bell Telephone Company. By 1983, he was leading Southwestern Bell through the enormous task of becoming a stand-alone company after the giant AT&T system was split in what was the largest corporation spinoff in the history of American business. Just three months after the Bell System breakup, Barnes announced a major reorganization of Southwestern Bell. The plan, which made each of the company's market states—Missouri, Arkansas, Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas—a profit center responsible for its own bottom line and compensation, was a complete success. James F. Haake, the company's then vice president of personnel, applauded Barnes' reorganization plan, saying Barnes had "the quickest and most active, retentive mind of anyone I've ever met in my career." When presenting Barnes with the St. Louis Globe-Democrat's 1981 "Man of the Year" award, publisher G. Duncan Bauman noted not only Barnes' outstanding leadership in business, but also his significant contributions to the St. Louis community, particularly his commitment to the quality of education. Bauman cited Barnes' successful accomplishments as a trustee of Washington University during the crucial early period of the ALLIANCE FOR WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY campaign, which raised over $630 million—at that time, the largest fund-raising effort in the history of American higher education. Barnes co-chaired the effort to raise $21 million to complete the University's Clinical Sciences Research Building on the medical campus, and chaired the ALLIANCE'S Annual Program Executive Committee. "Whatever he does," added Bauman, "he does superbly." Barnes received the University's prestigious William Greenleaf Eliot Society's "Search" award in 1985, given annually to honor an individual who has enriched the University through active interest and support. Among the many civic organizations to which Barnes has actively contributed are Civic Progress Inc.; the Brookings Institution; TARGET, an organization that combats alcohol and drug abuse; the Arts and Education Council of Greater St. Louis; and United Way. His dedication to the community was recognized by the St. Louis Variety Club, which named him "Man of the Year" for 1985. Barnes, a native of Marietta, Ohio, is a graduate and life associate trustee of Marietta College. Despite the many accolades and honors Barnes has received throughout his illustrious career, he does not forget his beginnings as a lineman at Ohio Bell, and admits that he will always be at heart a "high walkin' rusty wire twister."

BERNARD BECKER

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

Head of the Department of Ophthalmology at the Washington University School of Medicine for 35 years, Dr. Bernard Becker has established one of the pre-eminent departments and training programs in this country. The chairmen of nine ophthalmology departments in the United States and at least three departments in Europe either completed their residencies or conducted research under Dr. Becker. A graduate of Princeton University and Harvard Medical School, Dr. Becker, now professor and emeritus head of the department, is nationally and internationally known for his research into the causes and control of glaucoma, an eye disease that is one of the leading causes of blindness in the United States. He developed acetazolamide, a drug used to control glaucoma, and pioneered administering the drug to humans. Dr. Henry J. Kaplan, who succeeded Dr. Becker as head of the ophthalmology department, says, "I can think of no individual who better epitomizes the ideal of the teacher, researcher, clinician, and innovator than Bernard Becker. He has touched the lives of many who are among the leaders in ophthalmology, and his contributions to the understanding and treatment of glaucoma assure his place in history as one of the most influential and important figures in ophthalmology in this century." Dr. Becker was appointed professor and head of the ophthalmology department in 1953, becoming one of the youngest department heads ever named at the medical school. In 1967 he established the medical school's Glaucoma Center, a facility that no longer exists but which produced major breakthroughs, including the basic glaucoma tests that are now part of all regular eye examinations. An endowed chair in ophthalmological research was established in his name at the medical school in 1979, the year that marked Dr. Becker's 25th anniversary as department head. Dr. Becker helped establish the National Eye Institute (NEI), a branch of the National Institutes of Health, and greatly influenced the development of research fellowships in ophthalmology by the NEI. He was instrumental in establishing the national Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology.
and served for many years as the first editor of the association’s journal, Investigative Ophthalmology. Recognizing the need to expand physicians’ knowledge in the clinical management of glaucoma, Dr. Becker collaborated with his friend Dr. Robert Shaffer in writing one of the most widely used textbooks in ophthalmology, Becker-Shaffer’s Diagnosis and Therapy of the Glaucomas. The book is in its sixth edition.

FRANKIE MUSE FREEMAN

DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES

Growing up in the South and experiencing the pain of segregation, Frankie Muse Freeman dreamed of becoming a lawyer who could work to eliminate racial injustice. In 1947 her dream came true, and for more than 40 years, she has been instrumental in helping others persevere in the pursuit of their own dreams. Her first civil rights case in 1949 resulted in a court ruling that allowed black students in the St. Louis school system access to courses formerly denied to them. On the heels of that success came another victory before the Missouri Supreme Court in 1955—accessibility for blacks to low-income public housing in St. Louis. Her growing reputation as a major force in the civil rights movement soon reached the White House. In 1964, President Lyndon Johnson appointed Mrs. Freeman to the six-member U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, and she was successively reappointed to the commission by Presidents Nixon, Ford and Carter. For 16 years, Freeman, acting alone and with other commissioners, investigated voting discrimination, recommended federal policies affecting civil rights, and conducted numerous hearings throughout the country to gather testimony that was to be incorporated in the commission’s landmark studies. In 1979 Mrs. Freeman resigned to accept President Carter’s nomination as Inspector General of the Community Service Administration, a position accountable to the president and to Congress and responsible for ferreting out fraud, waste and corruption. In accepting her resignation from the civil rights commission, President Carter wrote, “You have rendered outstanding service to our nation as a member of the commission over a span of more than 15 years . . . You have insisted that this nation must follow policies that reflect an unequivocal commitment to the goal of equal opportunity for all in all walks of life. You have been unwilling to tolerate compromises when the dignity and worth of the individual have been at stake . . . You are one of our nation’s truly great leaders in the field of civil rights.” Mrs. Freeman left Washington, D.C., in 1981 and returned to her St. Louis law practice in the firm of Freeman, Whitfield, Montgomery, and Staples. A graduate of Hampton Institute and the Howard University School of Law, Freeman’s commitment to causes goes beyond her work in civil rights. Among her community service activities, she is a second vice president of the Girl Scouts of the U.S.A. and first vice chair of the board of the National Council on the Aging. Her board memberships include the St. Louis branch of the NAACP, United Way of Greater St. Louis, and the St. Louis region of the National Conference of Christians and Jews. Her numerous honors include receiving the St. Louis Globe-Democrat’s “Woman of Achievement” award in public affairs and an award this past March from St. Louis’ Older Adult Service and Information System (OASIS).

WILLIAM LESTER HADLEY GRIFFIN

DOCTOR OF LAWS

W. L. Hadley Griffin’s growth from Wohl Shoe Company’s first legal counsel, to first chairman of the Board of Directors of Brown Group Inc., the parent company of one of the largest diversified footwear companies in America, is a story of innate talent, disciplined intelligence, business acumen, and determined energy. He began his career in 1947 handling all of Wohl Shoe Company’s legal matters; at the same time he was absorbing the shoe business going on around him, actually doing some retail selling, and learning everything he could about management and finance. The result was a steady series of promotions to assistant secretary and treasurer, to secretary of Brown Shoe Company upon his return from an eighteen-month tour of duty as a naval officer in the Korean War, to director, vice-president, and then executive vice-president. In 1968, Mr. Griffin became president of Brown Shoe Company, with the additional title of chief executive officer added the following year. He then was made chairman of the executive committee. When Brown Shoe, Wohl and other member companies were reorganized as Brown Group, Inc. in 1972, Mr. Griffin, one of the prime movers for diversification, was elected its first chairman of the board, president and chief executive officer. Under his presidency the company moved steadily forward, breaking all previous records for sales and earnings. He is now chairman of the executive committee and a director of Brown Group. A former president of Civic Progress, he served from 1983-1987 as chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. Mr. Griffin’s many accomplishments have not been limited
to success in business. He is known by his colleagues in civic and community affairs as the person who provides the leadership to move things forward. He is a strong advocate for education and the arts. Elected a Washington University trustee in 1967, Mr. Griffin has been a major force in guiding the University to the forefront of American higher education. In 1979 he took on the responsibility of chairing the Commission on the Future of Washington University, a 269-member group that for 28 months engaged in a critical evaluation of the major units of the University. The commission's 1981 report provided the impetus and direction for the ALLIANCE FOR WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, a fund-raising campaign that raised $630.5 million, exceeding its $300 million goal by 110 percent. Mr. Griffin, now a life trustee, served as chairman of the University's Board of Trustees during the major portion of the ALLIANCE campaign. A devoted music lover, he has served as chairman and president and is currently vice chairman of the board of the St. Louis Symphony. In 1967 he spearheaded a $4.75 million combined fund drive of the St. Louis Symphony Society and the Arts and Education Council. He also is remembered as general chairman of the 1972 United Way campaign that reversed a three-year downward trend in donation dollars. For this kind of dedication to his community, Mr. Griffin was named the St. Louis Globe-Democrat's 1973 "Man of the Year." Mr. Griffin earned his bachelor's degree from Williams College in 1940 and his law degree in 1947 from the Washington University School of Law, which awarded him the Distinguished Law Alumni citation in 1982, and the Order of the Coif in 1986.

WALTER EUGENE MASSEY

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

Dr. Walter E. Massey began his academic career at Morehouse College in Atlanta, Ga., in 1954, after completing the 10th grade in his hometown of Hattiesburg, Miss. A Ford Foundation Early Admission Scholarship enabled him to attend college, an intimidating venture for this teen-ager who had never heard of physics or taken a course in chemistry, trigonometry or advanced algebra. After two weeks, he asked his mother if he could come home, but she wouldn't hear of it. Dr. Massey persevered and, with the support of faculty mentors, graduated from Morehouse in 1958 and went on to earn both a master's and a doctorate in physics in 1966 from Washington University, where he was a prize student of the distinguished physicist Eugene Feenberg. He also is a former trustee of the University. Dr. Massey's career has been marked by extraordinary accomplishments in science, education, administration and public service, culminating in his current position at the University of Chicago as professor of physics and vice president for research and for Argonne National Laboratory. He is responsible for formulating, articulating and implementing the research policies of the university, including relations with industry and federal agencies. He also manages Argonne, one of the country's largest energy research facilities. Dubbed "a nuclear power" and a "man of energy" in a 1985 Chicago Tribune feature article, Dr. Massey, in 1988, became the first African-American to be elected president of the largest and most respected science organization in the nation, the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS). He served as chairman of AAAS the following year, and he currently serves as vice president of the American Physical Society. Among his research areas are the many-body theories of quantum liquids and solids; he has lectured extensively on the teaching of science and mathematics and on the role of science and technology in a democratic society. He is a member of President George Bush's Council of Advisers on Science and Technology. At Brown University, where he served as professor of physics and dean of the College, he founded the Inner City Teachers of Science, a program to educate science teachers at urban schools. During his tenure at Brown, Dr. Massey received the Distinguished Service Citation from the American Association of Physics Teachers in 1975 and was named by Change magazine as one of the 100 most important educators in America. One of Dr. Massey's pet projects is acting as a mentor for science students, advising them in much the same way that he was guided early in his own career. In a 1987 speech to the National Conference of Minority Students at the University of Chicago, he said: "At critical points in my life and in my academic career, mentors have given me the confidence and support without which it would have been almost impossible to carry on. Unfortunately, not everyone is so fortunate. Minority students, who perhaps need that sort of support more than most other students, often find it unavailable." Dr. Walter Massey is working to change that for all students.

IAN ROBERT MAXWELL

DOCTOR OF LETTERS

Internationally renowned British publisher Robert Maxwell entered the communications field in response to the scarcity of scientific information following World War II. In 1951, he made his first entrepreneurial move with the purchase of a scientific journal publishing company. Soon academic and research libraries, deprived for many years of scientific and technical
information, were able to replenish their holdings with current research published by Mr. Maxwell’s Pergamon Press. From that strategic base, Mr. Maxwell has built a communications empire that encompasses newspaper, book and magazine publishing, as well as network and cable television operations, employing some 15,000 people in more than 16 countries. In 1988, Maxwell Communications, the main public company of the Maxwell group, became one of the top 10 integrated global communications and information businesses. The March 12, 1990, issue of FORTUNE magazine reports that Mr. Maxwell is experimenting with freedom of expression in Eastern Europe through his recent investments in a Hungarian daily, Magyar Hirlap, and in the Moscow News. Born in Czechoslovakia, Mr. Maxwell and his six siblings grew up surrounded by poverty and hunger. Most of his family died at Auschwitz during the Holocaust, but the 15-year-old Maxwell, who had had only three years of formal education, escaped via the underground movement through Hungary. While fighting with the French Resistance, he was wounded and captured by the Germans. He eventually escaped to England and joined the British army. Commissioned a captain in the field during the Battle of Normandy, he received the Military Cross for outstanding leadership and bravery during a battle on the Dutch-German border. Mr. Maxwell’s leadership qualities shone in the political arena from 1964 to 1970 when he served in Parliament as the Labour member for Buckingham. In the House of Commons, he chaired a committee to advise the government on a more effective use of science to achieve national policy objectives. He was able to put through a bill that became the Clean Air Act, subsequently adopted as a model by more than 100 countries. In 1968, he was elected vice-chairman of the Council of Europe’s Committee on Science and Technology. His global expertise has attracted governmental leaders in the United States. In 1987, Mr. Maxwell, who is fluent in nine languages, was named a member of the U.S. Information Agency’s International Council, advising the president of the United States, the secretary of state and the National Security Council on how the United States is perceived abroad and on how our leaders could define better the United States’ role in world affairs. An admitted workaholic, Mr. Maxwell regularly puts in 16 to 18 hours a day, six or seven days a week. Among his many honors, Mr. Maxwell, the father of seven, has been decorated by the governments of Bulgaria, Sweden, Poland, Finland and France.

GYO OBATA

DOCTOR OF FINE ARTS

In a field that often produces stark and impersonal structures, architect Gyo Obata, co-founder of Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum (HOK), advocates “providing beauty that works.” Mr. Obata’s genius lies in being able to understand, formulate and respond to both pragmatic and aesthetic issues and to synthesize the two in a creative solution, under cost and on time. A number of outstanding HOK projects clearly reflect that ethic. The renovation of the century-old Union Station has earned praise both as an aesthetic achievement and as a key factor in St. Louis’ rejuvenation. Progressive Architecture (P/A) has described the project as “animated by an exhilarating play of light that brings the whole complex to life.” Mr. Obata recently received the Levee Stone Award, which recognizes extraordinary leadership in the renewal of St. Louis’ downtown area. Of the Obata-designed National Air and Space Museum in Washington, D.C., the most-visited museum in the world, Smithsonian magazine wrote, “It can possibly be called the finest building of its kind ever erected. It is pretty safe to call it unique. And there is no quibble with calling it extraordinary.” Other memorable HOK buildings designed under Mr. Obata’s direction include the St. Louis Priory Chapel, the Kellogg Company headquarters in Battle Creek, Mich., Levi’s Plaza, the headquarters of Levi Strauss & Company in San Francisco, the $4 billion 2,400-acre campus of King Saud University in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, the King Khaled Airport in Riyadh and the George R. Moscone Convention Center in San Francisco. Current projects include the design of a spiral-shaped temple and world headquarters building for the RLDS church in Independence, Mo., the Sierra Point resort hotel in San Francisco, and the Tokyo Telecom Center. Mr. Obata graduated from Washington University with a bachelor’s degree in architecture in 1945. He then studied under the master architect Eliel Saarinen at the Cranbrook Academy of Art in Michigan, where Mr. Obata received a master’s degree in architecture and urban design in 1946. Mr. Obata’s multidisciplinary approach was influenced strongly by the micro-to-macro approach espoused by Saarinen. Mr. Obata remembers his mentor saying, “First you design a chair, then you design a room, then you design a house, then you design a street, and then you design a city. You always ask ‘What’s the next relationship?’” This approach is the basis for Mr. Obata’s belief that the final evaluation of any building is how well it relates to its surroundings and to its users. After serving with the U.S. Army, Mr. Obata worked with the Chicago firm Skidmore, Owings and Merrill for four years. In 1951 he joined the St. Louis firm Hellmuth, Yamasaki and Leinweber. Four years later that firm was organized as HOK, which now has 10 offices worldwide, including London, Hong Kong and San Francisco, Mr. Obata’s birthplace.
Constance E. Abbott
Lois N. Schulein Abrams
Paxton H. Ackerman
Pauline Fay Turshin Aftergut
John Agnich
Robert H. Alexander
Edward J. Althaus
Louis B. Ames, Jr.
Robert Charles Anderson
Margaret Grinnell Anderson
Ella E. Pfieffenberger Anschuetz
W. Ray Armbruster
Milton H. Aronson
Dorothy Meyers Auslander
Sarah Elizabeth Karraker Babington
Maria H. Szymanski Bailley
Elizabeth High Baker
George G. Baker
Mildred Ann Clucas Balch
William L. Balson
Marvin B. Bank
Doris Mae Losch Bannick
Bud Barb, Jr.
Joseph K. Bartlett
Audrey G. Weber Baseler
Frederick T. Bastman
Howard J. Beck
Max G. Beck
August E. Beckemeier
George W. Belding
Jane A. Tague Bender
Marie T. Bergmann
Mildred Cornblath Berland
Martha L. Bernet
Audrey Jane Douglas Birk
Richard L. Bliss
Asher Blockman
John W. Bohn, Jr.
C. Read Boles
Elizabeth E. Payne Borders
Olive Bostrom
Mary Martin Stephens Bouton
R. Howard Brandenburg
Emilie Pickering Brandhorst
Erwin R. Breihan
Louis G. Brenner, Jr.
Charles A. Brew
Francis M. Brooker
Florence E. White Brookes
Mary E. Tilson Brown
Seymour Brown
Vivian Cook Brown
William L. Brown
Eugene C. Brownson
Thomas S. Buban
Leonard M. Bukstein
William C. Burton, Jr.
Otto P. Bulkley
Edwin R. Callison
Knowlton J. Caplan
John R. Carneal
Charles J. Cassell
Esther B. Trettin Castell
Richard I. Cavanagh
Elmer Cohen
Herbert G. Cohen
Mary Eicher Cole
Robert E. Combs
J. Richard Compton
Edythe G. Onions Conner
Evelyn B. Hufford Conrad
Edward R. Corvey
Terrell Covington, Jr.
Lillian A. Crow
Norma E. Steines Cunningham
Susan Ross Curtis
Edward W. Czebrinski
Angeline F. Leotta Dalton
Clarence E. Darnton Jr.
Kenneth W. Davey
Wilma June Davis
Francis A. Deck
Opal Downs Dempsey
Milan W. Dennert
Doris A. Diephouse
Lorraine H. Witcoff Dimsdale
Mary M. Bloch Drey
Juanita DeWitt Hunsaker Dudley
James P. Duncan
John Ebert, Jr.
Ruth Elizabeth Hunter Ellinger
Victor A. Ellman
Richard S. Embree
Milford T. English
Merrill Eppelsheimer
Thelma Waltuch Epstein
Joseph F. Eros, Jr.
Albert J. Ettling
Gladys E. Johnson Ezell
Dorothy Laesser Fargotstein
Rodger A. Farley
Ayleene Rubel Feibelman
Oscar Fernandez
Jack E. Fink
Louise French Foster
Harry E. Frech, Jr.
Rudolph Freedman
Julius M. Friedrich
Herbert C. H. Fritz
Elaine Ernestine Bost Froehly
Harry W. Fulbright
Louis Rene Gaiennie
Mae M. Galli
Florence Taylor Galt
Judith B. Galt
Margaret Brereton Gamble
Sara Ann Glauber Garland
Robert J. Genins
Francis J. Glasheen
David C. Gogio
Shirley Sylvia Dunie Goldberg
Alvin Goldfarb
Merle Dorothy Kramer Goldstein
Myron Gollub
Lester Golub
Lenard A Goran
Fayga Halpern Gordon
Robert W Gordon
Joan Mohler Gordon
Louis A Gottschalk
Harold M Grant
Judson C Green
Nora C Griffin
William C Grummel
Gerald E Guemmer
Ruth Elizabeth Blattner Gulette
Edwin B Gustavson
Paul F Gutmann, Jr.
Edna A Stellhorn Haake
Max Garland Hairston
Alice Elise Keller Hall
Mary Helen Halloran
Hal A Hamilton
June Longworth Hardy
Robert S Hargis
Virginia C Uhlmansiek Harmon
Robert H Harper
Charotte Spector Harris
Jane Hunter Harris
Evelyn Elizabeth Edwards Harter
Marian Ella Thoms Harvey
Sam M Haspel, Jr.
Thomas J Hayes
Nancy Conkright Hays
Ferrel Heady
Harold W Hegel
Helen C L Heideman
Alex J Heinrich
Frederick C Helfesrieder, Jr.
Janet Elaine Ackerman Helm
Margaret Allan Houk Henderson
William F Hering
Doris Lorene Cosper Herrick
Elizabeth Willson Hidy
Bruce S Higginbotham
Sarah Jean Higginbotham
Mary Louise Porter Hillyer
Norman C Hoerber
Phyllis Flandermeyer Holtgrave
Lucien A Horowit
Aaron E Hotchner
Mildred Ann Wiesner Howe
Arthur K Howell, Jr.
Theodore R Huey
William M Hurst
Elizabeth Clapper Ilgen
Carolyn Bauman Isaacs
Martin O Israel
Roy D Jablonsky
Helen Silberman Janklow
Rosalie Bentinck Jennings
Regina M Jerzewiak
J Irwin Johnson
Henry A Jubel
Harry C Jung

Edwin Kalbfleish, Jr.
Albert B Kaltwasser
Hugh J Karr, Jr.
Leonard M Katz
Roland Keene
Paul P Keim
Virginia Ruth Stanford Kelley
Mary Helen Kelley
Joe D Kelly
Helen Petkovich Kimball
Alvin M King
Esther Anderson Kinnaman
Thomas W Kirk
Merle Kling
A Richard Koch
Harold B Kothe
Robert B Kothe
Arnold V Koin
Edward H Kowert
Dorothy M Kraft
George W Kraft
Ida Glazer Kramer
R Morland Kraus
Vivien K Steffens Krause
David E Krebs
Paul C Krull
Howard A C Kuehner
Hortense Hartkopf Kuehner
Mary R McCann Lademan
Richard L Landau
Gene Iauthe Ross Landstrom
John H Landwehr, Jr.
Patricia A Farnsworth Lanier
Marie Olga Lanius
Irvin M Larner
Norman T Lavoo
Zada L Sparkman Leach
Marie Davidson Leaver
E Desmond Lee
David E Leigh
Helen L Eyssell Leo
Gordon S Letterman
F Lyman Lewis
Tedford P Lewis
Helen E Gray Lewis
Fred H Leyhe
Ruth Lindsey
Carmelita Klorer Linfante
C Leonard Lloyd, Jr.
Robert L Lloyd
Harold B Lockett
John A Logan
Randolph J Lorch
Susan Sallee Lorenz
Marjorie Penney Losse
Leland W Love
Erwin L J Lueker
John A Luethge
Herulf G Lund
Ralph W Mann
Ida Morgan Mariz
Betty Jane Martin
Winifred E Hamilton Martin
Melvin H Marx
Edwin G Mathae
Irvin H Mattick
Marie Mausshardt
Ardene Amber Life McCrackin
Margaret Ida Christmann McGill
Forrest E McGrath
Helen Thyrza Jenkins McLaughlin
Margaret E McKelvey McNeiley
Eugene W Meyer
Leslie B Milens
June Miller
Marie Bischoff Miller
Mildred Gray Miller
Edward B Monteath
Mary Celia Moodie
Barbara V Mooney
Joseph I Moreland
Dorothy E Morrissette
John T Murphy, Jr.
Johnita Boss Myers
Lorraine Jacquemin Neely
Ray Nehrkorn
Sterling P Newberry
Fern L Eilers Newman
William Newman III
Eugene Newport
Laverne M Nolde
Albert J O'Brien
Ernest L Ohle, Jr.
Douglas B Owens
Sally Ann Puckett Painter
Lawrence Papin
Jane Gale Henderson Parker
Leon Parker
Ruth Lachmann Parsons
Mary A Pate
E Allan Paxton
Marie Graefe Pelster
Andrew T Pickens, Jr.
Willard H Pieper
Miriam Goss Rutter Plumb
Louis J Pontier
Irislee M Prada
Charles A Quinn, Jr.
Silas G Ramsey, Jr.
Dorothy Marie Krieger Rapp
Hugh H Rather, Jr.
William T Read
Clifford L Rebbing
Betty Louise Heckman Reck
William L Recker
J William Record
Paul C Reichle, Jr.
Jack J Reynolds
Genevieve Smith Reynolds
Forbes S Robertson
Marjorie McCarthy Robins
Nicholas M Rogowsky
Adelle Gertrude Spitzer Roman
Elizabeth J Heuser Rosenbaum
Lewis E Rossiter
Leslie D Ryan
Alvin M Sachar
Sylvia H Horowitz Sachs
Ida Lillian Liss Salz
Muriel Sanders
Frances Lee Hitt Sandhagen
Edwin M Schaefer, Jr.
Kenneth M Schaefer
Chester P Schaum, Jr.
Patricia Emily Phee Schaan
Jeanne Harney Schepman
Blaine G Schmidt
Shirley Alice Lovejoy Schmidt
Irene Baumann Schmitt
Robert A Schmitt
Oliver W Schneider
Albert E Schoenbeck
Harold R Schreiber
Aileen Meyer Schroeder
Martha Ruth Dameron Schwarz
Julie Barclay D'Arcy Scott
Roberta F Seibert
William C Seibert, Sr.
Burton A Shatz
Ruth Marie Sherwin
Edward L Sherwood
Dolores Edic Pitts Sherwood
Louis A Shotliff
Clarence S Siegfried, Jr.
Saul D Silvermintz
R E Simon
Margaret J Simpson
James L Slechticky
Milton M Slein
Marie Louise Lange Smith
Harriett Petersen Smith
Elenore Davis Meier Smith
Mary Victoria Coopland Smith
Wenzel D Smith
Charles J Snyder
Lester C Soldz
Ruth Sherman Solomkin
Miriam Rayman Solomon
Jerome Spitzer
Arthur C Spitzfaden
Josephine E Springer
Harold Srenco
Lois C Held Standridge
Tom G Stauffer
Jeane E Stern
Lois McCulloch Still
Marguerite Stillerman
Rowland G Stoehr
Julian G Stone
Margaret Marlow Sweetman
Brunhilda Swift
Roscoe B Tallman
Lelia Langley Talty
Thomas K Taylor
Sylvia Schukar Thea
Marion C Goebel Thoenes
Bernell May Sykes Thomas
Geraldine A Eichelsbach Thorp
George R Throop, Jr.
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Candidates Presented by
LINDA BRADLEY SALAMON, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF ARTS

May 18, 1990

summa cum laude

Cheryl Suzanne Andersen
Anita J Barnes
Marcelo Catena
Denise Charlotte Ippensen
Rachel Hannah Jacoby
Sandra Yi-Sheng Lin

Carol Jean Manthey
Jason Richard Orlinick
Peter Sven Shawhan
Mark Lester Tendall
Matthew Joseph Wolf
Julie Anne Zimmerman

magna cum laude

Blake Lew Anderson
Jennifer Lynn Bahnick
Jennifer Lynn Belden
David Scott Brink
John David Crispino
Karl Robert Degenhardt
Michael Stewart Diament
Marla Dubin
Richard Scott Edwards
John Alan Giroto
Arthur Harley Goodwin
Tracy Michelle Griffin
Christina Gutierrez-Steil
Gillian Jane Harper
*David James Horntrop
*Karen Elizabeth Hunt

Charles Allen Jones
Rupin Avinash Kadakia
Jennifer Lynn Kaitschuk
David Brian Keschner
Lori Jean Kutka
David Charles Layden
John Charles Leitzel
Randi Lane Maidman
John Edward McCormack
Sheryl Beth Nissenbaum
Jeffrey Leonard Ross
Laurel Lekha Shastri
Matthew Douglas Sher
Rebecca Marie Steffod
Anne Troy
Steven Theodore Vahl
Peter Donald Zdankiewicz

cum laude

Patricia Ann Albrecht
David Walter Alway
Martin Stephan Appold
Julia Baumgarten
Robert Dai-Hwa Chen
Susan Margaret Culican
Suresh Chandra Dalai
Michele Beth Drotman
Boadie Waid Dunlop
Jonathan Fox
Elizabeth Jane Goodwin
David Barry Gorodetzky
Anne Kristen Hamilton
Abe Peled Kaplan
Josh David Kasdan
Angela Kathleen Kelly

Jason Charles Kravitz
Jodi Elyssa Lane
Jami Hope Levine
Christine Look
David Leland Melson
Sandra Miriam Norwitz
Eric Wayne Oberle
Tedra Suzanne Osell
Robert Susan Peiper
Eric Andrew Roseman
Heather Eileen Rosen
Bradley Scott Schrager
Douglas Holden Wigdor
Garret Seth Zallen
Mark Marion Zimet
Mohd Zakhir Abdullah
Javonna Lynn Ackerman
Beth Frances Adelman
Corinne Agutter
Arlina Ahluwalia
Patricia Graciela Alarcon
Jodi Ellen Alexander
Mark Hamilton Allen
Deborah Beth Altschul
†Christine Linnea Anderson
David Hughes Anderson, Jr.
Vachras Angkachatchai
Michael Louis Applegate
Kirsten Bernadette Arndt-Hutson
David Asofsky
Kimberly Auerbach
Curtis Donald Augspurger
Robert August Bachle II
*Sharmila R Bagwe
Abigail Beth Baime
†Mary Elizabeth Baldwin
Sandra DeAnn Ball
Michael Brendan Barker
Michael Scott Barnett
Kurt Gerard Barrington
†Eric Stuart Barron
†Leilani D Bass
†Mary Lynn Bass
Alexander Bassin
Braden McRae Beam
†William Miles Beary
Susan Teresa Beatty
Michael Jay Beckerman
Scott Beckerman
Bradley Mark Beggs
†Patra Ann Behary
Mark Dee Bendel
Mary Frances Bertino
Elizabeth Rebecca Besen
Janet Lynn Bickers
Kathryn Ann Biggs
Aaron Benjamin Bisno
†Jeremy Michael Black
†Amy Joy Blackburn
Eric Charles Blomquist
John Clayton Bollinger
William Stephen Boshnick
Stephanie Jo Botsford
†Russell Wayne Boyd
Diane Marie Boyle
Valerie Vernice Braden
Daniel P Brewer
*†Amy Jean Brisben
Stacy Ann Brookshier
Adam Todd Brown
William Bruno
Aaron Marr Buckwalter
Michael Wayne Budler
Winston Stark Turner Bull
†Robert Eugene Burke
Mark Raymond Byerley
Kimberly Lynn Caisse
Geralyn Alicia Camacho
†Andrew H Canning
Thomas Seth Canning
*†David Clayton Capek
†William James Carbonaro
*†Frances Cabrini Carbone
†Courtney Roberta Carroll
Michael Lonon Carter
Charles Patrick Catalano
Joanna Heidi Cedar
†Deborah Ann Cerrato
†Joseph Chan
Craig William Chandler
David C Chang
†Alyson Blair Cheris
John V Chin
Kao Bin Chou
Nelson Chueng
Walter Henry Clark
Lisa Jane Clauson
†Joshua Robert Coben
†Rachel Golda Cohen
Letitia Catharina Coffin
Brian Stephen Cohen
Joel Efrem Cohen
Jonathan M Cohen
†Lundy Wade Colvert
†Colleen Anne Connolly
Carla Sarit Copeland
Shannon Diane Copeland
Leslie F Corbin
Victoria Lee Cowett
Lara Elizabeth Cox
Deborah June Crader
Carl Bradley Cronk
Larry Marcos Cruz
Laura Margaret Culberg
†Elizabeth Jill Cutler
Sheryl Jean Daugherty
Benjamin Whitlock Davis
Kristina Lee del Carmen
Briana Kristine Dennehey
Catherine Ann deNourie
Vaughn Benjamin Dierks
Lisa Michelle Dolginow
†Emily Dorosh
Sandra Louise Jones
John Solomon Jurayj
Madeleine Ann Kahane
Danna Rose Kalkstein
Jill Amy Kallet
Charles Ryan Kaplan
Carol Sue Karp
Jane Elizabeth Kasner
Edward Michael Kastner
Pragathi Suryananda Rao Katta
Dawn Marie Keck
Devin Paul Kelly
Mary Susan Kemper
Paula Ann Kenefick
Susan Joy Kevorkian
Chong Joo Khaw
Stephanie Ann Kiesling
Elizabeth Ann Kincaid
Mary Margaret King
Matthew Robert Kinney
Sean Miller Kinzie
Karen Sue Knox
Jennifer Lauren Kodish
Karen Beth Koenig
Patrick Neal Koenig
Kymberle Rochelle Kolen
Kevin Thomas Kowalski
Robert J Krapfl
Daniel Gideon Krasnegor
Ellen Meredith Kroft
David Samuel Kroitz
Matthew Brent Krystal
Sara Jane Kudlačik
Ilana Beth Kutinsky
Leland John L'Hote, Jr.
Susanne Marie Langlois
Derek Reed Lauer
Beth Ilene Lebenson
Jae Cheul Lee
Ray J Lee
Richard Roxas Legaspi
Tina Louise Lemanski
Patrick Michael Len
Ericuckland Lenze
Karen Alysa Lerch
Stacy Nan Levin
Andrew Charles Levy
Rachel Imlon Limar
Lisa Marie Limtiaco
Christina Noel Linden
Karen Elizabeth Lindhorst
Joseph Robert Lipton
Tara Kay Little
David J Livingston
Jennifer Lynn Livoti
Rafael H Llinás
Shu-Yun David Lo
Michael Charles Londe
Sharon Gayle Lowenstein
Lisa Maria Lundeen
Ellen Louise Lysele
Jennifer Gwen Mackie
Steven Carl Malchow
Lucymarie Mantese
Christopher Anthony Manzo
Katherine Monahan Marantette
Melinda Gayl Marco
Gabrielle Sharon Marder
Sanjeev Mariathasan
Peter Jay Marks
Amy Denise Marlo
Keith Wesley Marshall
John Conway Martin
Sheila Renée Martínez
Augusto Martins-Ferreira
Lynella Elizabeth Mattox
Michele Ann Matzat
Barbara Jo McCollister
Shelly Lynn McCormick
Amy Beth McDonald
Thomas Brendan McGraw
Lisa Ann McKitrick
Regina L McLean
Kelly Jean McMahon
Bernard Michael McMenamy
Brian Micheal McMurry
Laura Suzanne Meckler
Aicha Faith Menendez
Christopher Scott Mernitz
Catherine Ann Meyer
Rochelle Sue Meyers
Jennifer Susan Michael
John Andrew Minkoff
Sara Mobasseri
Mohd Rozi Mohd Yusoff
Istina Eugenia Morariu
Edward Follett Morris
Thomas Anthony Morris, Jr.
Keith David Mortman
David Andrew Mueller
Scott Richard Mullaney
Dana Lea Muller
Sandra Kay Myers
Maria Maureen Christophe Nangoi
Steven Marc Narow
Lisa Monique Neal
Laura Anne Silver
Erik Johnam Simchuk
LaRhonda Kay Sims
Michael Jeffrey Sinder
Stephanie Lynn Sindler
†Andrius Petras Skucas
†David Edward Sloane
Mark Robert Socks
Marcia Elaine Solomon
Stephen B Sondike
Karen Marie Sorensen
John Adam Spanier
Claudia Spiller
Whitney McClain Spong
†Kimberly Culp Stalnaker
Amy Catherine Stecher
Jill Marie Steinhauer
†David Michael Stevenson
Douglas Andrew Storm
Sterling Paul Strickler
William Thomas Stump
Mark Preston Styles
Yuko Suga
Kerri Hale Sulcov
Angela Fabiola Suwanto
Cassandra L Sweet
Marc Kevin Swickle
†Andrew William Sylvester
Tama Lynn Syrop
Jeffrey Burton Taraday
Michael Eric Tarnoff
Heidi G Tarshis
James Michael Tefend
John J Tiedeken III
Steven Flint Tolle
Diane Marie Toroian
David Bradley Trowbridge
Hadley Rothman Truettner

Philip J Turner
Mark Andrew Varble
†Svetlana Veljkovich
Gina Leigh Verbeck
Scott Jason Verona
†Nancy Jill Wachter
†Jeffrey Benjamin Walcoff
Susan Marie Walsh
Jeffrey S Wang
David Wayne Watermeier
†Nancy Renée Watson
†Michael John Weber
†Rodney Gerard Weilbaecher
Paul Thomas Weiss
†Deanna L Westfall
Jonathan Patrick Whitehead
*Lisa Catherine Wieland
Philip William Wilhauk II
Cheryl Anne Wilson
Todd Edmund Wiltse
Ronald John Wilwert
†Darin Jonathan Winick
Karen Allison Wise
†Alexander Clark Wiseman, Jr.
Amy Rose Woebkenberg
Japheth Leo Merlin Wood
†Sharon Marie Woodard
Jeffrey Howard Woodruff
James Otto Wrbal
†John Victor Yarné
Donna Janelle Young
Margo Louise Young
Jillian Frances Zacks
Laura Felice Zajac
Garret Seth Zallen
Linda Zamel
Joseph Wiltz Zeringue III

BACHELOR OF ARTS

December 21, 1989

magna cum laude

Po Wei Wang

cum laude

Jonathan Roger Lindstrom

December 21, 1989

Fauzia Ahmad
Nicole Daniela Assail
Dina Atallah
Jill M Barrett
Charles Micheal Bouie
†Arthur Lee Cash, Jr.

Rita Lulla
Joseph David Magee III
Laura Elaine Matyear
Delicia Antoinette Morris
Lynn Okun Moser
Robert Irumba Nkojo
Maria Lourdes Castro
Brendan Thomas Connolly
†Monika Tamara Dubaj
Nina Rachel Gilbert
Elizabeth Joan Gillespie
Daniel Mark Goldfield
Timothy Paul Greek
Nora Linnea Hartley
Michael Bryan Hileman
†Lisa Michelle Hummel
Lynne Jill Isaacs
Thomas Karl Jaeger
David Lloyd Kahn
Benjamin Harry Klayman
Ashish M Kumar
Mo Yu Kwong
Wendy Dana Lippman
Margo Jane Liss

Mark James O’Grady
Laura Anne Oesterly
Jean Ruth Olson
Jodi Lynne Patton
Ramani Peruvemba
Tracy Carol Rittenbaum
Samuel Lee Rosenthal
Mark Andrew Saxer
Sanjeev Sharma
Scott Richard Silva
Garth K Silvey
Jennifer Anne Spangler
Shankar Meenakshi Sundaram
†Camille L Vélez Rivé
Lizette C Vélez Rivé
Thomas Joseph Vlach
Estelle Valentine Weyl
Jocelyn Dyan Zaltsman
Jean C Zoghzoghi

August 18, 1989

cum laude

Katrina Louise James
Nancy Eleanor Livingston

William Menaker

August 18, 1989

Sunder Alan Aaron
Pamela Helene Altman
Corey Bennett Beck
Julia Drum Bergfeld
Qasim Burney
Brett W Cedarholm
Scott Bodell Chafin
Matthew Char
†Julie Ann Clark
Andrew Mark Cohen
Daniel J Cohen
Kelly Georgeann Collins
Carol Diane Corr
Cheena Genevieve Credit
Deborah Lynn Dudley
Michael C Erman
Eliot Ivan Finkelstein
Robert T Geist
Beth Suzanne Goldberger
Jonathan Mark Goldstein
Ralph Scott Granneman
†Dana Margaret Hartl
Elizabeth Sue Horrigan

Yvonne M Huennent
Nancy Alison Joffe
Zahanuddin Kamarudin
†Lisa C Langlois
David Adam Levine
Jeremy Evan London
Alan Lonstein
David Lee Mack
Harold David Outlaw
Catherine Beatrice Polera
Agnelli Sybel Quiñones
Robert David Radtke
Theodore Arnold Raedeke
Stephen Edward Roach
Adam M Rugo
Christopher Eric Sanders
†Gerald Nathan Stein
Gregory Hans Steinberg
Mark Andrew Sturmoski
Todd Harrison Throgmorton
Matthew John Tiefenbrunn
Dara L K Townsend
I-Wen Tseng
†Andrew Joseph Tuteur

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

May 18, 1990

†Alexa Christine Johnson

†Indicates college honors
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Candidates Presented by
EDWARD NATHAN WILSON, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF ARTS

May 18, 1990

In Anthropology
Mahmoud Amin
Mary Cecilia Kennedy
Kelly Jo Pool
Charles Lee Shannon

In Art History and Archaeology
Julie Hodgson McClennan
Lauri Pfisterer Thompson
Nancy Evelyn Wamsler

In Biological Sciences
*Scott E. Silverman
Louise Elizabeth Sivak

In Chemistry
Devran Wayne Boorsma
Xi Chen
Dallas Gregory New
Pamela Rae Schide
Colin Andrew Smith
Luzviminda V Tinao
Poh Lee Wong
Xiaoqing Yang

In Comparative Literature
Mikhail Palatnik

In Drama
Stephen K Eliasson
Liorah Anne Golomb
Christopher Joseph Stephens

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Alison Mary Steele

In Economics
Jay Robert Englander
Peter Zigmund Grossman
Bradley Allan Hansen
Roberto Isidoro
Bonnie Meyer Korenblat
Friederike Christiane von Issendorff
Joyce Pik Ha Wong
Timothy John Yeager

In English and American Literature
Ruth Marie Marner

In French
Marcelle B Charles
Muriel Claude Keller

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Christine Haase
Lutz P Koepnick
Rachel Sue McGinnis
Vera Alexandra Naumann
Nora Lee Parkin
John-Thomas Siehoff
Linda Diane Wiencken

In History
*Constance Rhee Brown
Ralph Lothar Dietl
Marjorie Walker

In Human Resources Management
Barbara J Bresnahan
Mary Helen Cooley
Julia Britten Hearnes-Sindelar
Nancy Marie Kordenbrock
David Charles Miller
Deborah Jean Miller
Robert Donald Rice

In International Affairs
Matthew Kelly Arthur
Martin Lawrence Hassel
Donald E Keel
Sylvia Antonie Keller
Lucy T Lin
Susan Elizabeth McLaughlin
Ronald Glen Pettus
Peter Charles Shaw

In Mathematics
Richard Ian Laugesen
Charles Kenneth Vogl
In Anthropology
Miyako Inoue

In Biological Sciences
Michael Donahue Hall
Tina Irene Rouse
Alison Lynne Unger
Elizabeth Wang

In Biology
Paul Jui-Yuan Lin

In Chemistry
Hwang-Fun Lu
Sheng-Kwei Song

In Classics
David Melvin Haara
Nancy Constance Handler

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Jeffery Charles Seitz

In Economics
Shen Sheng Chen
Marc Peter De Vor

In English and American Literature
Charles William Bennett
David Haven Blake, Jr.
James Marshall Boswell, Jr.
Lynnea Annette Brumbaugh
Theresa Marie Everline
Mark David Jones
Christopher S King

In French
Kevin Michael Moore

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Warren James Davis
Marie Frances Sanders
Claudia Maria Schaab
Weiwei Wang

In Human Resources Management
Kerry Dale Williams

In International Affairs
Doris M Schoenhoff

In Mathematics
Ronald Eugene Goetz

In Philosophy
George Arthur Plumley

In Political Science
Brent Allan Hendy

In Psychology
Lisa Ann Dahlgren
Joy Anita Haven
Steven Gunnar Johnson
Michal Shalon
Dean D VonDras

MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION

May 18, 1990
Andrea Janet Atkinson
Michael John Fournier
Patricia Lynn Greenberg
Donna Beth Jeffe

Christine Moton Lee
Jae Sook Lee
Nancy Jeanne Little
Julia Elizabeth Luehrman
Patricia A Reeder
Kay Ellin Smith

December 21, 1989
Salwa Abdulrahman Al-Shaikh
Julie G Bearman
Karen A Coffey-Crouch

Eileen Verrier Eber
Marie Unanue Grey
Dana Lee Johnson
Denise Marie Mohrmann

August 18, 1989
Bridget M Bearss
Leah Kathleen Burgess
Teresa Frances Clark
Kimberly Mercedes Kearns
Maureen L Massey

Dottie F Metroulas
Lisa Jeanne Moon
Catherine Marie Waples
Roger Weinheimer
Laurel Jeanne Whelton
MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN WRITING
May 18, 1990
Chadwick Allen
Susan Bernofsky
Melinda Barnes Clemmons
Karen Leigh Cochran
Ricardo Monreal De Ungria

Elizabeth Graver
Gary Martin Levine
Anne Toel Makeever
Catherine L Rankovic
Arthur Richard Watson

December 21, 1989
Teresa Marie Sweeney

MASTER OF LIBERAL ARTS
May 18, 1990
Judith Kay Chervitz
Lois S Frank
Jayne Ilene Hanlin
Kathryn Strada Hungerford

Kathleen Mary McDonald
Henrietta L Meier
Donna Addicott Molnar
Joseph Martin Palecek
Victoria B Witte

December 21, 1989
Dennis Richard Koers
Patricia Pantaleo Marino

Jean Louise Peters

August 18, 1989
L Stephen Boehm

Joseph Harry Stiens, Jr.

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
May 18, 1990
Mary Joan Burtelow
Heather Ann Habicht

Deborah Renee Meyer
Mary Beth Weimer

December 21, 1989
Laural Diane Parker

August 18, 1989
Mark Andrew Banaszak
Jacqueline LaVerne Hullaby
Vicki Lynn Winters Klarmann
Emily Wanberg McGimpsey

Michael John McGlew
Teresa Lynn Smith Keller
Lynn Marie Theismann
Stephen Carl Volz
Ruth R F Watt

MASTER OF MUSIC
December 21, 1989
Mark Lewis Tate

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
August 18, 1989
Doris Louise Wilson
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

May 18, 1990

In Anthropology
John Austin Shoup III

In Biological Sciences (Immunology)
Jill Beck Keeney
*Robinna Gail Lorenz
Julie Hatch Mehringer
*Marianne Tryphonas Sweetser

In Biological Sciences (Integrative and Cell Biology)
*Victoria Rose Masakowski

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Carolyn Y Dadabay
Thomas John Dietz
Karen Wilke Dodson
*Steven Mark Fine
*Robert Otto Heuckeroth
*Roger Charles Inhorn
*Dean Yaw Li
Randall David Little
*Margaret Russell MacDonald
*Bradley Joseph Quade
*William Stix Schwab III
*Neil Jerome Silverman
Merry Jo Oursler Velasquez

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
*Iris Leslie Wagman Borowsky
*Andy Chen Dean
*Steven A Kane
Megan Morgan
*Leland James Scott
Alison Merwin Strack

In Biological Sciences (Plant Biology)
Susan Marie Koehler

In Biological Sciences (Population Biology)
*Edwin Kepner Silverman

In Chemistry
*Paul Lee Chesis
Michael Patrick Cohrs
Sigfredo González
Xianlin Han
Sheng-Kwei Song
Robert Jay Wittenbrink

In Comparative Literature
Peter J Alshecher

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Kevin Richard Chamberlain

In Economics
Michael John Haupert
Jaewoon Koo

In English and American Literature
Barbara Dinneen
Donna Lynn Fulkerson

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Irène Gerd Lindgren

In Hispanic Languages and Literatures
Luis-Iván Bedoya
In Mathematics
William Harold Paulsen
Javier Soria

In Music
Patrick Vincent Brannon
Terry Nathan Martin

In Philosophy
Gerald Edward Mozur

In Physics
'Andrew William Hing
Lyle E Levine
Brent Rogrich Moore
Helmut Walter Zaglauer

December 21, 1989

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Danny Garza
Martin Matthew Matzuk
Hong G Qian
Heidi Marie Rath
David John Sharkey

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
Richard E Cheney
Daniel Rory Soppey

In Biological Sciences (Population Biology)
Glenn James Bryan
Robert Finley DuBose, Jr.
Linda Kyonwon Park

In Comparative Literature
Suzanne Wilson

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Todd B Housh

In Economics
Eric Peter Amel
Elizabeth Anne Nunn

In History
Sara Elizabeth Moss

In Political Science
Guntram Fritz Albin Werther

In Psychology
Johanna Grant Nicholas
Jan Gabrielle Rubin

In Social Work
Ada Chan Yuk-Sim Mui

In Sociology
Bilaye Romeo Benibo
Hugh Adam Klein
Rejoice Dorothy Thokozile Sithole

In Philosophy
Adejare Oyetunde Oladosu

In Physics
Sam-Hyeon Lee
Plinio Bezerra Dos Santos-Filho

In Political Science
Scott Henry Ainsworth
Okon Efiong Attah
Lee Ann Banaszak
Craig Stephen Humphries
Anne Meredith Khademian

In Psychology
Florence Delia Kostner
Randi Hope Mozenter
Kimberly Sloan
Deborah Sue Smith

In Social Work
Seung Ja Doe

In Sociology
Margaret Sherrard Sherraden
August 18, 1989

In Biological Sciences (Integrative and Cell Biology)
Steven John Anderson
Lawrence Robert Brown

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Glenn A Bauer
Brian T Greuel
Kurt Richard Klimpel
Eleonora Maria Scarpati

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
Thomas Andrew Coogan
Sara Kathleen Doster

In Biological Sciences (Plant Biology)
David Martin Stark

In Biological Sciences (Population Biology)
Lynn Mertens King
Christopher Alan Phillips

In Chemistry
Christine Lynn O'Day
David John Rauscher
Mary Frances Striegel

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Edward Lee Dromgoole

In Economics
Zhu-hun Gheum
Juana Sanchez
Duangmanee Vongpradhip

In Education
Sylvia Maria Eliza Colón
John Ewing Grote
Shirly Dubinsky Pervil

In English and American Literature
Francis John Ingledew

In Mathematics
Carlos Perez

In Music
Gary Don Zink

In Philosophy
Jesse Hobbs

In Physics
Joseph Wilfred Ganem
Mark Robert Holland
Robert Brooks Phillips, Jr.
Jose P Vithayathil
Martin Paul Volz

In Political Science
Christopher B Kenny

In Psychology
Joan Aviva Heller
Kathryn Anne Hemker
*Michal Shalon

In Sociology
Manisha Kanu Desai

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Candidates Presented by
RONALD C. FREIWALD, Ph.D., Acting Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

May 18, 1990

Timothy Ray Alexander
Deborah Anne Barton
Steven Adam Berger
Clarence Butts
Laura Jane Edmondson
Mary Ann Frank
John Valle Harrison
Susan Cresswell Hayman
Margaret Lamin Herbert
Jane Ellen Hoppe
Janet Eakins Jones
Linda Jean Kuhn
Edward John McNamara III
Shirley Ann McTigue

Linda Lee Moline Mooy
Susan Lorraine Nelson
Andrea Duene Otéy
Sidney Burton Priesmeyer
Marjorie Joyce Pringle
Gail A Proffitt
Richard G Robb
Swati Sanyal
Ruth Margaret Singleton
Judith Ann Skala
Drusilla Wessel Splitstone
Ellen Ruth Villars
Leon A Weitzhandler
December 21, 1989

Bettina N Amrein
Christy Gentry Chassere
William Clifford Christopher
Marilyn Sue Coleman
Gary Lee Cox
Mary Gay Hartweck

John Kevork Karayan
Carl Crawford Palmer
Tanda Crawford Pommier
John Herbert Ring
John Edward Schoebelen, Jr.
Orlando W Steele

August 18, 1989

Michelle Geraldine Ellegood
Parker Block Lloyd
Edward Michael Lynch

Javolin Larry McLucas
*Suzanne Marie Tlapak
Annie Pothoven Van Der Lek

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE

May 18, 1990

Kimberly Ann Adams
Eugenia Lee Althen
Mary Elizabeth Cook Casso
Terry Chambliss

Ramasamy Letchumanan
Jennifer Joanice Weis

December 21, 1989

Laurie Kroupa Dahle

Celeste Key

August 18, 1989

Randall L Howe


Candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN MCKELVEY, Ph.D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

May 18, 1990

summa cum laude

Rose Anne Gubitosi

Scott James Ladewig

May 18, 1990

Melisa Davila
'Douglas David DeVito
Steven Patrick Durst
Yvonne Kim Haislar
Everett F Hauser, Jr.
Albert Mark Martin

John Henry McGowen IV
Avery Glenn Neely
James Gardiner Terry
Laura Sue Ulderich
Stephanie Marie Waisanen
Anita Grace Zitta

December 21, 1989

Jose Ramon Achaval

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

May 18, 1990

cum laude

Tamer Ahmed Ahmed

Michael Daniel Rucki
May 18, 1990
Zainuddeen Abdul Aziz
Gregg Raymond Cashen
Cheng-Hsin Chang
Hans Marcel Daniels
Eric Uchida Henderson

James Morris Holobaugh
Nancy Jean Nourse
Frances Eugenie Wachter
Ray Wesley Witmer, Jr.

December 21, 1989
Joseph Frank Mueller

August 18, 1989
Mohamad Zulkifli Ahmad
Eric Mitchel Brandt

Kong Tow Lim
*Mark Roman Urban

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

May 18, 1990
summa cum laude

*David Michael Lazoff

magna cum laude

*Mark Stuart Finkelstein

*Thomas Edward Venturella

*Donald Gene Porter
cum laude

May 18, 1990
*Darin Joseph Acup
*Ramin Aghevli
*Ameet Mahendra Amin
*John Patrick Baker

*Amy Beth Barron
*Alexander Anderson Bell
*Dinesh Singh Bhatia

*Christopher Louis Brooks
*Henry Kai-Lok Chiu
*Anand Vasant Deo

*Sameer Gupta
*Rexford Alan Hill
*Elizabeth Ann Hoover
*Mohammad Masroor Hossain
*Heather Jill Iceland

*Sumeer Kalra

Mark Alan Kaplowitz
Scott Eric Keller
Mogorosi George Leburu
Thomas Richard Leith
*Bert Axel Lindgren
David Alan Luther
Diego Marrero
Azam Ali Mirza

*Gregory Dean Peterson
*Christopher Michael Reigrut
*Cory Lee Rush

Robert Thomas Sheridan
*Todd Douglas Steinbrueck
*Peter Allen Uchytíl

Stephen David Ungar
Randy Dale Williams

December 21, 1989

Jasmin Ahmad
Christopher Knoepfle
*Jason Arthur Malkoff

James William Studt
*Ibuki Suga
*Mohit Verma

August 18, 1989

Steve Wade Francis
Phillip Garden Franklin

*Seh Wah Kwa
*Douglas Steven Smith
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

May 18, 1990

summa cum laude

Jeffrey Remington Crooks
*Mark Nicholas Johnson

magna cum laude

*Mark Stuart Finkelstein
*Richard Jacob Haber
*Thomas Edward Venturella

cum laude

*Michael David Hanrahan
*Donald Gene Porter

May 18, 1990

*Darim Joseph Acup
*Ramin Aghelvi
Howard Dean Alyne
Juan Fernando Arias
Stephen Andrew Attwood
Shelley Jeannine Barton
Cameron Wade Beddard
*Dinesh Singh Bhatia
James Gerard Biehle
Michael Richard Bray
*Christopher Louis Brooks
Christopher Scot Butler
Kevin Ray Carson
*Henry Kai-Lok Chiu
James Thomas Doll
Garth David Ely
Celina Hsin-Yi Fu
Mark Edward Gauvin
Ruslan Ghazalli
Robert J Gluss
*Sameer Gupta
*Rexford Alan Hill
Rebecca Lynn Holman
*Elizabeth Ann Hoover
Jane Catherine Hornbrook
Andrew William Houck
Laura Louise Hourican
Zulfikar Jeevan Jee
*Todd Allen Johnson
*Sumeer Kalra
Jonathan Allan Kees
Eric John Knapp
Adnan Hussain Korkomaz

*Saman S Kung
Jung-Chi Lin
Khaliq Nawaz Malik
Gregory John Marko
*Andrew Austin McGann
James Joseph Mesenbrink
Diah Iskandar Mohamad Jani
Kyle Winston Moore
Sean James Murray
Noah Daniel Nussbaum
Alp Gordon Onyuru
David Gene Osland
Stephen William Pallardy
*Gregory Dean Peterson
Daniel Joseph Ramirez
*Christopher Michael Reigrut
James Bernard Ridings
*Eytan Murray Rodin
Richard Earl Rose
*Cory Lee Rush
William Edward Sadek
Samzol Saleh
Anjum Sayeed
David Lee Schweiger, Jr.
Barbara Jean Setala
Bradley Everett Shutes
Todd Alan Skoog
*Todd Douglas Steinbrueck
Burak Muammer Taysi
Carmelo Joseph Torrsi
Marshall Tien-Tsun Tsien
Piotr Pawel Turlejski
Stephen Joseph Vendt
Lemuel Russell Waitman
Matthew Todd Wallace
Gail Lynn Wheeler
Stephen Arthur Wisser
Jane Abbott Witte
Wen-Tsan Yu
December 21, 1989

magna cum laude

Gregg Eyermann Franke
Robert Todd Porter

cum laude

Scott Alan Stinebruner

December 21, 1989

Russell James Andrey
Stephen Joseph Domalewski
Steve Christopher Dudley
Jon Kenichi Hironaga
Mohammad Masroor Hossain
James H Lang
*Jason Arthur Malkoff
Robert Joseph McMahon
Steven Joseph Nolen
Andrew James Sullivan

August 18, 1989

*Seh Wah Kwa
Ann Pheng Liu
Ken Mizukura
Serhat Uludag
Joan Mary Vietmeier

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING AND PUBLIC POLICY

May 18, 1990

magna cum laude

Derek Guthrie Williamson

May 18, 1990

John Chrysostom Burk, Jr.
Denis Todd Hogan
Christopher Richard Namovicz
Theodore Ernest Wells

August 18, 1989

Hatim Bakhit Al-Shanfari
Carl Thomas Raycroft

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

May 18, 1990

cum laude

Bonnie Nell Carpenter
*Kenneth Page Hitz

May 18, 1990

John Edward Amador
David Allen Amelung
Charles Kenneth Bear, Jr.
Lalita René Bowman
Jon Paul Butler
Tet-Inn Chuah
Kevin Patrick Duggan
William Clark Engman, Jr.
Kevin Hampe Evers
Timothy W Foster
Michael Brian Gee
Susan Janet Hudec

Patrick John Kenney
Jeffrey Wayne McCandless
Michael Richard Muck
Christopher G Neiner
William Andrew Parker
Matthew Dean Patton
Clayton McHugh Quayle
Lee Jonathan Rosen
Scott Alan Rubinstein
Jay Kiyoshi Sato
Randolph Mahan Setser
David Hackett Slakes
Steven Truitt Wereley
Weston William Woods
December 21, 1989
magna cum laude
cum laude

Edward Joseph Nowakowski

Jeffrey Wayne Waters

Paul Ming Leung

Mary Christina Spang

August 18, 1989
magna cum laude

Patrick Joseph Fischer

Thomas Kenneth Hundelt, Jr.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS

May 18, 1990
summa cum laude

*Mark Nicholas Johnson

magna cum laude

*Richard Jacob Haber

May 18, 1990

Andrew Albert Levine

*Bert Axel Lindgren

Christopher Wells Lorton

August 18, 1989

*Mark Roman Urban

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

May 18, 1990
magna cum laude

*Amy Jean Brisben

*David James Horntrop

*Kevin Scott Ruland

May 18, 1990

Kathy Elaine Beal
Andrew Michael Girard
David Marc Krasnow
Mark John Loncar
Christine E Mayewski
Kathleen Meier

Michael Kenneth Meusey
Michael William Ross
Bradley Albert Thone
*Benjamin Clinton Wilk
Kenneth Mark Wittmer
Peter Andrew Zdrodowski

December 21, 1989
summa cum laude

Nathan Paul Judish
Kelemework Yimam

August 18, 1989

Yvette Pamela Little

December 21, 1989

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

May 19, 1990

Bethany Lynn Anderson

*Alexander Anderson Bell

Mark A Hunter

*Eytan Murray Rodin

December 21, 1989

*Mohit Verma

THE HENRY EDWIN SEVER
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN McKELVEY, Ph.D., DEAN

MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING

December 21, 1989

Dennis Ralph McCarthy

MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

May 18, 1990

*Ronen Tzvi Mermelstein

December 21, 1989

Allan Albert Erdman

Michael William Gartenberg

Jebreen Mohamed Jebreen

Irawan Hernadi Sadikin

August 18, 1989

Pablo S Gaviria

John Albert Keever

Aiman Malak Naguib

Louay Malek Oueidat

Allan Reyhan, Jr.

Tengku Azahari Tengku Azib

Thomas Andrew Weber

MASTER OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

May 18, 1990

John James Conroy

David Joyce White III

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

May 18, 1990

Siridech Kumvongdee

*Daniel Lysen O’Connor

Candace Keith Schmidt

Daniel Jay Statman

Montree Wongsri
December 21, 1989
Vihang Jay Desai
Der-Ming Fang
Christian Erich Grethlein

Catherine Ann Langton
David M Merz
Kapil Kumar Talwar

August 18, 1989
Mary Margaret Blanchard
Michael Joseph Walk

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

May 18, 1990
Jean Louise Harker
Mark Urban
Matthew W Nowakowski
Madjid Zeggane

December 21, 1989
Horng-Jong Chang

August 18, 1989
Djamal Abdenasser Benbakir
Ignasius Foekri Seilie
Abdelkader Ferhi
Wei-Yu Tang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

May 18, 1990
Michael Rudolph Check
Roy Chet Ferguson
Douglas James Gill
David James Harker
Andrew Allen Hollenbeck
Wai Kit Lai

Scott Edward Parsons
Jerome Yvon Plun
John Edward Ruberto
*Einir Valdimarsson
Timothy John Williams
Ellen Elizabeth Witte

*David Michael Lazoff

December 21, 1989
Laurie Elizabeth Day
John Andrew Fingerhut
Karin Mignon Hartzell

Lou Anna Koehler
Robin Lynn Paone
Frederick Gerard Smith
*Ibuki Suga

August 18, 1989
André Jean Baltimore

*Douglas Steven Smith

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

May 18, 1990
Timothy Scott Barry
Anil Kumar Bhatia
Kelly Allen Bierman
Paul Douglas Buschmeyer
Chung-Jen Chen
Joseph Edward Dey
David Frederick Esker
Gaurav Krishna Garg

Fawad Ali Khan
Imran Ali Khan
Naveed Azhar Khan
Han Young Ko
Stanley Clifford Ofsthun
Bassilios Constantin Petrakis
Iftikhar Hussain Rathore
Gilbert James Schmitt
James Kennedy Shaw II
Brian Keith Siegel

*Eimir Valdimarsson
Albert Roger Vigland
Tung Sing Wai
Michael David Wilson
Andrew Y Yuen

December 21, 1989

David Whitney Baker
Kuo-Hsien Chang
Gary Edward Christensen
Chihpeng Chu

Jay Recer Hoinville
Matthew J Lenhardt
David Russell Maffitt
Richard F Massey
Timothy John Schaewe

August 18, 1989

Wayne Lee Bowman

Rugang Huang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING AND POLICY

May 18, 1990

*Ola Tunji Taiwo

December 21, 1989

Paul Walter Parfomak

August 18, 1989

Bharat Harkishan Malkani
Alejandro Rafael Martínez

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY

May 18, 1990

Paul Anthony Hall

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATERIALS SCIENCE

May 18, 1990

Charles Richard Okenfuss
Robin Leah Shepard

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

May 18, 1990

Mohammad Samad Ali
James Michael Anthony
Jerry Patrick Bauer
Dinh Van Dinh
Der-Ming Fang
David John Fritz
Daniel Edward Groneck
Lawrence Paul Haug
Neal Donald Hoyer
Ahsan Iqbal

Younas Ahmed Khan
Cynthia Ann Kirts
Andrew James Kopff
George Matsakas
William Albert Meier
Michael Dean Messina
Craig Stephen Messmer
Carol Marie Morley
Joseph Anthony Papa
Philip Charles Paul
Wayne Douglas Rainey
*Ola Tunji Taiwo
Chao-Hsiang Tsao
Michael George Asbury  Shahriar Niakan
Ronald Joseph Burgess  *Edward Joseph Nowakowski
Lieh Chen  Wendy Clare Percy
Allen Russell Fowkes  Robert William Scanlon
Mark William Green  Thomas Sroka
Michael Louis Griffin  Elizabeth Adele Walker-Heckman
David Brian Kramp  Lih-Jier Jeffrey Young
Thomas James Muehlenkamp

August 18, 1989

Jameel Nishtar Barkat  Jeffrey Peter Martin
Allan David Donley  Melinda Susan Schowengerdt
                     Hiren Mayur Yagnik

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

May 18, 1990

Amy Dickmann Buatois  Ming Lei
Luhan Chuang  John William Roltgen
Ning Hu  David Mark Sickman
Miroslava Jankovic  *Benjamin Clinton Wilk
Shalini Virendra Kumar  Yuanlan Wu
                     Ning Xi

December 21, 1989

Bruce Wallace Clare  Charles Bernard Derbak
                     Avinash Yadav

August 18, 1989

Mrdjan Jankovic  Vaitahanathan Venkatasubramanian

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TECHNOLOGY AND HUMAN AFFAIRS

May 18, 1990

Marijn J Braadbaart  Michelle Joanne Chapman-Wilbert
Ron Lee Burke  Michael Thomas Pauken
                     Robert Michael Sholtes

December 21, 1989

Maria Monica G Francisco  *Rodney Sobin

August 18, 1989

Anning H Smith, Jr.

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

May 18, 1990

In Chemical Engineering

Meng-Bor Hsu  Herng-Tay Wu
*Daniel Lysen O'Connor  In Seon Yoon
In Computer Science
Kanaan Abed Faisal

In Electrical Engineering
Raymond Kenneth Boncek
George Lawrence Engel

In Engineering and Policy
Alice Evelyn Tome

In Mechanical Engineering
Peddada Ramachandra Rao

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Seyyed Massoud Amin

December 21, 1989

In Chemical Engineering
Ibrahim Mohammad Abu-Reesh

In Computer Science
Roger Dean Chamberlain

In Electrical Engineering
Roy Steven Brozovich

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Xuru Ding

August 18, 1989

In Chemical Engineering
Victor G J Rodgers

In Civil Engineering
Mao-Hua Peng

In Computer Science
Harold Conrad Cunningham

In System Science and Economics
Stephen Lai-Chung Chan

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Gregory Lynn Hyslop

Gwangsoo Rhee
Pierre Moulin
Timothy Joseph Schulz
John Edward Schiermeier
Robert Allan Watson
Guillermo Ricardo Simari
Badrinath Roysam
Qiang Wu
Zuofeng Li
Tongzeng Yang
Bernard Michael Waxman
Patrice E Mensah
Baohua Zheng

42
THE SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT JOHN BENSON, J. D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN DATA PROCESSING

May 18, 1990

Mark Louis Brookman
Eric Dru Davis
Michael John Ellenberger

William Compton Kallbrier, Jr.
Anne Patrice Kennedy
Mbuzeli Michael Matibe
Kenneth Francis Rath
Patricia Anne Siegfried

December 21, 1989

Noel Cyril D'Souza
Kelly Irving Fackelman

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT

May 18, 1990

Helen Elizabeth Cherry
Kurt Allen Gieselman

John Peter Mansini, Jr.
Michael K Mohesky
Dennis Michael Pozzo

December 21, 1989

Michael Joseph Murphy
Wayne Thomas Wickerham

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS AND DATA PROCESSING

May 18, 1990

Pamela Lucille Adams
Mary Ann Barnhart
Donna Joyce Boles
Gerald John Dandridge
Marilyn Ann Dwyer
Nadine Gaston
Jack Phillip Gillette
Deanna Jean Griffey
Judith Ann Kanta
Robert Jay Knueven

Suzanne Elyse Layman
Shiaw-Fenq Shyu Lii
Kathleen A Mueller
Janice E Richmond
Irene Lynda Smugala
Sandra Lee Stevenson
Thomas William Stuertz
Mahmoud Khalil Suleiman
James T Turner
Sheri Lynn Westercamp
Thomas Joseph Wientge

December 21, 1989

Christy Ann Bobbitt
Dennis Francis Dwyer
Garry Lee Hirschboeck
Jacqueline Roeder Isselhardt
Donald Wayne Lorenz
Seema Narula

Nancy Ann Nolan
Miguel Angel Ojeda
Helen I Reif
Edwin Joseph Schlereth
James Edward Truesdale
Robert Lewis Wilson

August 18, 1989

David Michael Byrns
Susan Linnea Courtney
Stephanie Jean McIver

Victoria Potter
Cheryl Lee Stockhausen
Smita M Vasa
BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY

May 18, 1990

Mark J Ammann
Steven Leonard Burgess
Edward L Connelly
Ted Alan Dachroeden
Michael Lee Goodall
Roy David Handlang
Darryl James Holtmeyer

Donald Eugene Johnston
William Lee Mabrey, Jr.
Andrew Austin McGann
Charles William Peters
Vincent Charles Pirrone
Ronald Xavior Russell
Peter Anthony Schwierjohn

December 21, 1989

Paul James Hinzpeter
Arthur Clifton Murrell

Zhigao Pan
Lawrence R Richards

August 18, 1989

Steven Joseph Perrmann

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN GEODECTIC TECHNOLOGY

May 18, 1990

John J Hancock

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY

May 18, 1990

Daniel Joseph Dooley
Dorniece Ferguson, Jr.
Timothy Michael Green
Rickey Wayne Holmes
Hans J Knape

David M Lyle
Royce Allen Payton
Paul Anthony Szramkowski
Steven Charles Thompson
Ronald Lee Von Talge

December 21, 1989

Adam Jay Pinkerton Barnett
Michael Edward Herbstreit

Milton David Hurd
Craig Lee Miller

August 18, 1989

Daniel Thomas Maloney

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN STRUCTURAL TECHNOLOGY

May 18, 1990

James Lee Van Nest

December 21, 1989

Michael Jess Jalinsky

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN TECHNICAL COMPUTING

May 18, 1990

Kurt Frederick Dickason

Scott William Shipley
MASTER OF ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT

May 18, 1990

James W Armistead
Charles Theodore Curtis
John Joseph Daum
Matthew Gerard Dreifke
Phillip Evans Hiley

Wayne Angelo Pagot
Scott W Prey
Mark Wayne Pyclick
David Ray Riley
Richard Alan Rose

December 21, 1989

David J Bolton
Terrance Daniel Kealey
Randolph Lee Kendle
Mark Bradley Lynch

Michael M May
Melinda Marie Pautler
Andrew Alexander Sit
Mark Burton Smith

August 18, 1989

Thomas Mark Lawrence

MASTER OF INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

May 18, 1990

Caroline Ruyte Abeln
Thomas D Baze
Karen Elizabeth Beumer
Keith Daniel Blankenship
Barbara Jeanne Brethorst
Stephen Mark Flick
Wilbert Alan Fritz
Matthew Joseph Heimrich
Douglas Warner Heitland
Lee Edward Henderson

Jason Bird Kaminsky
Ellen Marie Lutzow
Elizabeth Jeanne La Mont Mattson
Terry Lynne Milne
Keith Allan Morgan
Richard Arlen Morrison
Wayne David Siebert
John William Simmons
Stanley Harry Webb
Robert Lee Wickland
Scott Allen Zajac

December 21, 1989

Hendrik Jan Adriaal
Martinus Anna-Jan Blauw
Joseph Anthony Calise
Edwin De Beukelaar
Pieter Jacob Johannes De Meijer
Willem Eduard Delwel
Herman H M Engbersen
Wilhelmus Matheus Johannes Fredrix
Martinus Grispen
Adrianus L W Hexspoor
Halbe Hendrik Kuipers
Renier H M M Lemmens
Siebo L J Leppen
Robert Lawrence Meyer
Dirk Ignatius Overlaet
Patricia Ramatowski
Jeffrey Randolph Robbins

Marten Titus Smits
Theodoor L J M Soons
Albert J J Steegeman
Johannes Wilhelmus Steenbergen
Gregory Lyn Stricker
Arthur Bernard Terry
Mechelina Henrica Margaretha Toenders
Petrus Henricus Antonius Tweehuysen
Martinus H M Van Den Bosch
Dominicus Van Der Kroft
Rudolph Christiaan Van Dongen
Mark Anthony Van Hesteren
Antonijs Van Overbeek
Petrus Van Rozendaal
Anne Van Veen
Peter Verdonk
Frederik Mattheus Antonius Visser
Patrick Walthie

August 18, 1989

Alan Lloyd Cartwright
Mary Susan Ganer

Margaret Mary Hassel
Luis Medina Salazar
THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
Candidates Presented by
CONSTANTINE EVANGELOS MICHAELIDES
Diploma of Architecture, M. Arch., Dean

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY
May 18, 1990
Tamara Lynn Banovz
Harold H Boerstler
Joseph J Buback
William John Hofius, Jr.

James M Pinter
Robert Joseph Shaw
William Keith Taff
Christopher John Wayman

December 21, 1989
Randall Stuart Fish

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
May 18, 1990
*Sameer Abdalgadir Akbar
Paul Lewis Baird
David Lawrence Barbier
Mary Josephine Burke
*David Richard Cousley
Amy Sue Crain
Bradford Lee Eilering
Stefanie Ann Greenfield
Sarah Burgess Hill
Kamalruzaman Kamaluddin
Debora Caruso Kolb

David Russell Lang
*Neoklis Lefkopoulos
Anne Marie Miller
Irene Mariette Nigaglioni
Andrew L Raimist
David Marc Schefer
Robert William Steul
Anselmo José Testa
Wan Ismail Wan Othman
Peter-Alexander Wilson
Hwai Li Yang

December 21, 1989
Samir Khalil Burshan
Mark Henry Critchfield
Jau-Rern Hsiao
James Peter Hunter
Jyh-Chin Kuo
Chih-Yen Lee

Martha Lewis
Fang-Line Li
Tsai-Chih Liu
Laurence Michael Malsky
Michael Edward Schrier
Stanley Michael Wu

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN DESIGN
May 18, 1990
Ramdane Belmahdi

Sherine Hussein Toppozada

December 21, 1989
Zaid J Masannat

August 18, 1989
Carlene Nolan-Pederson
THE JOHN M. OLIN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT LEIGH VIRGIL, JR., D.B.A., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

May 18, 1990

summa cum laude

Sheldon Lee Bruha
Christopher Edward Erblich
Steven D Kallmeyer

Evan Lawrence Lukasik
Jenifer Ann Minke
Stephanie Lynn Peel

magna cum laude

Glenna Karleen Anderson
Angela Marie Braun
Deborah Marie Cygan
Carolyn Ruth Estreichler
Ellen Beth Fairman
Amy Margaret Muñoz

Vaughn Arden Paladin
Wendy Porter
Brigitte Ann Robson
Pamela Karen Roth
Marc R Rovin
Douglas J Trauber
Kent Alan Williams

May 18, 1990

Mohd Nizam Abd-Wahab
Nichelle Louise Adams
Angela Sue Althoff
Angela G Armstrong
Michael Eric Barry
Craig E Bauer
William A Bauer
Amy Lynn Behle
Michael Stuart Bender
Marc Anthony Bennett
Jeff Robert Berman
David Eugene Berndt
Paula Anne Biehl
Steven Todd Bucholtz
*David Clayton Capek
*Frances Cabrini Carbone
William Thomas Carter V
Peter Van Vleck Chambers
Sandra S Chen
Harvey Elliott Cohen
André LeRoy Cook
Richard Alan Craig
Timothy M Curran
Thomas E Darling
Robert James DeGuire
Timothy James Diehl
Carolyn Christine Doerer
Donald M Dowell III
Vern Bruce Engbar
Gregg Harris Esrig
Eric William Evans
Andrew L Flamm
Constantinos Antonios Flocas

Thomas A Fox
Mark Ian Frank
Andrea Lori Franklin
Jay Brian Freeman
Crystal Lynn Galbraith
Laurie Ellen Goldman
Joel Eric Greenberg
Dennis Robert Hagemann
Kirk D Heinlein
Jacquelyn Leigh Henkin
Timothy Gerald Hertel
Marcy Lynn Hillman
Kerstin Leigh Hruska
Joel Aaron Hurwitz
Marc Bennett Insul
Arne Lange Jepsen
Kenton Eugene Jett
Robert K Kane
Lee Michael Kaplan
Mitchell Rory Kaplan
Daniel C Keelan
*Susanne Marie Langlois
Matthew Adam Levenson
Marlo Laura Levitt
Lawrence Y S Lin
Eric Bryan Linsky
Paul Louis Luchini
Michelle Sharon Lustberg
Lisa Lee Mark
Karen Sue Markel
Melissa Anne Marks
Leslie Ilene Michelson
Tiffany Anne Mondy
Lowell Ira Mora
Guillermo Miguel Nigaglioni
Suzanne Christine Osborn
Kristin Lynn Owen
Scott Alan Owens
Shaila Palamand
David Ta-Yu Pan
Sabrina Platt
Jeffrey Alan Podell
*Syed Shah Redza
*Christine Patricia Roling
Bejan Renard Rufeh
Patrick Joseph Ryan
Jill Marcelle Sacks
Fernando Scherrer
Eric Seth Schiffman
Jennifer Gayle Schmidt
Myron Bernard Schrage
Mark Detlef Schwanke
Todd Gary Schwendiman
David Brian Scott
Janna Franklin Shapiro
Michael Alan Shuman
Michael Jay Siegel
Diane P Snow
David Arthur Spark
Lauren Brooke Squire
Eric Seth Steiger
Howard Joseph Steirn
Brian Richard Stupp
Lawrence Eric Teitelbaum
John Michael Thomas
Paul Norman Tice
Michelle Helene Topper
Jarrod Scot Tuckman
Sherri Elizabeth Tull
Jonathan Steven Weber
Phillip Bryan Weeks
Alexander S Weil
*Lisa Catherine Wieland
Lori Francine Zavack

December 21, 1989
summa cum laude

George Steven Farber

William Donald Haffner
Steven Charles Hall
James Christopher Kennedy
Sharifudin Md Khalid
Suardi Mohamed Zakaria
Jennifer Lynn Oberschelp
Scott Edward Schaeffle
Michelle Robin Schwartz
Carl Anthony Thompson

August 18, 1989
summa cum laude
Douglas Robert Ostermann

magna cum laude

*Lisa G Langlois
Wan Lili Suriani Mohammed Salleh

August 18, 1989

Saadiah Ahmad
Haryati Bakrin
Stephen M Levin
Charles Robb McKee
Noor Hasnah Mohamad
Khairussaleh Ramli
Kamarulzaman Salleh
Stephanie Ann Shutts
Nor Lidza Wati Sulaiman
Mark Adrian Wright
Hiroko Yoshida

Kendall Marvin Young
Brian Mark Youngberg
William Charles Zschoche

December 21, 1989

Cynthia J Bambini
Suzanne Carol Carpenter
Charles B dePenaloza
Bernard Joseph Fullenkamp
Pamela Ilene Lackritz
Daniel William Lane
Mark Leonard Maki
Sally Harris McClain

Karen Dunn Myers
Richard Gordon Myers
Otha Overholt
John Carlos Pereira
Joseph Daniel Potter
Mark E Schaedler
Terri Janet Simon
Maridell Thompson

August 18, 1989

Scott Gerald Anderson
Bengt Anders Dalemar
Donjette Letcher Gilmore
Linda Anne Goecckeler
James Edward Hanlon
Randall Scott Helm
Janet K Huneke
Kazuo Koshina

John T McSweeney
Charles Glenn Petersen II
Elizabeth B Roach
James Reese Russell
Dani Hidayat Solichin
Nanjangud S Srikanta
David Arthur Stucki
James Kennedy Waites
Thomas Robert Wilcox

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

May 18, 1990

Raymond Michael Brooks
Chih-Chiang Fang
Chun-I Lee
Suk Jun Lee

Mary Beth Mohrman
Jaeyoung Sung
Suneel Chandrashekharr Udpa
Seonghoon Yu

December 21, 1989

Jude Lloyd Athaide
Oscar Garza
Choo-Yong Goh

Jacob J Nelson
Jianping Qi
Kumaraswamy S Ravindran

THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Candidates Presented by
JOSEPH M DEAL, M.F.A., DEAN

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

May 18, 1990

Maria Afentoullis
Michael Robert Amter
Saharima R Bagwe
Sarah Anne Bauer
Susan Faye Beiser
Mark Philip Bello
Louisa Lori Carl
Lisa Kwun Yuk Cheuk

Henry John Clancy
Kathy Coyle
Christopher Lewis Dingwell
Joanna Duley
Terence L Dunahugh, Jr.
Philip Edwin Flurry
Elizabeth Miriam Foley
Melinda Fox
Elizabeth Ann Frazier  
Lisa Jane Fredrickson  
Marta M Gómez  
Erica Maria Gutenschwager  
Jessica Ellen Hahn  
Nancy Elizabeth Hartog  
Theresa Anne Hehir  
Carlotta Marie Hester  
Stephanie Kathleen Heyl  
Mary Franklin Holt  
Laura Lynn Johnston  
Douglas Richard Kamp, Jr.  
*Edward Michael Kastner  
Colin Keefe  
Christina Kelley  
Robert Stephen Klefisch  
Christine Margaret Kozlosky  
Jeffrey Michael Krantz  
Kenneth Joseph Kuehnel  
Frances Joan Lacson  
Rachel Leibowitz  
Erik Liu  
Robert Payne Longstreet  
Timothy James McCandless  
Katie Marie McKenna  
Jennifer Lois Miller  
John Mark Molnár  
Kristin Suzanne Nagel  
Yuki Nomura  
Michelle Joy Oosterbaan  
Michael Pastreich  
Dante Beatrice Pauwels  
Julia Anne Randall  
Sara Leona Rodney  
Laurie Dawn Rubin  
Judith Alayne Sapero  
Anthony Alan Seemiller  
Catherine Susan Sgro  
Kenneth Paul Shup  
Janet Rae Stallman  
Maria Terese Sternitzky  
Joel Benjamin Tachau  
Krista A Terpack  
Alison Mari Uyehara  
Catherine Ann Voorhees  
Kirstin N Wiechert  
Alan Mark Wiener  
Kenneth Wayne Wiesler  
John Harvey Wilson, Jr.  
Erick Andrew Wolfmeyer

December 21, 1989

Matthew Fuller  
Susan Cira Jennings  
Patricia Ann Kennedy  
David Irwin Lobbig  
Maria Ann Nevinger  
Joelle M Nicholson  
Brett Nicole Thompson  
Mary Amy Thurmond

August 18, 1989

*Suzanne Marie Tlapek

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

May 18, 1990

Charles Dearborn Caldemeyer  
Lori Jean Conlon  
Yvette Drury Dubinsky  
Ronald Stephen Guowitz  
Michelle Renee Hendrickson  
Thomas A Hunt  
Katherine Mary Johnson  
Young Mok Kim  
Moira Lewis  
Benjamin Daniel Mensch  
Betsy Sara Ruppa  
Roxanne Louise Smith  
Jerry Allan Witter  
Steven Zeilstra

December 21, 1989

Michelle Lynn Brown  
William John Hilgert
THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Candidates Presented by
SHANTI KUMAR KHINDUKA, Ph.D., DEAN

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

May 18, 1990

*Sameer Abdalgadir Akbar
Abdulaziz A Al-Dakhl
Ruth Tamar Asher
Rebecca Jane Bathon
Georgia Faye Bell
Pamela Beth Blitz
Karen G Bluit
Nancy Robyn Boine
Amy Beth Boulware
Jacquelyn Brandli
Maryann F Brennan
Kathleen Amanda Brock
Kun Chang
Michele Mary Connelly
Margaret J Cruzen
Naomi Ross Curtis
Julie Ann DeRosier
Dorothy Ann Dimiduk
Ona Mae Doyen
Elliott Evans, Jr.
Michael Joseph Farel
Lynn Feldman
Joanna Beth Frerking
Juliana Perez Furnish
Patricia Jordan Grice
Cheryl Gutting
Susan Lynn Hubbard
Thomas Leroy Irwin
Clare Anne Harshbarger Jacobsmeier
Timothy Mark Jenkins
Nancy Storm Julian
Lori Kabrun
Karen Ann Kerwin
Avtar Kaur Khalsa
Terri Lynne Knowlton
Christina Marie Lipton
Aimee Joy Maas
Jane E MacGreedy
Michele Marshall
Jonatha Heinrich Mason

Eddie McCaskell
Linda Kaye McLerklin
Scott Kevin McCloud
Toni DelVecchio McClure
Ann Elizabeth Michaels
Patricia Lee Miller
Lanette D Moloney
Judith Lynn Ragsdale Moorefield
Michele Janet O'Brien
Edward Riel Obana, Jr.
Shinichi Okada
Barbara Lynn Orr
Gyesun Paik
Sherry A Pearson
Tony Ray Phipps
Karla Leann Pollock
Susan Renee Porter
Sheri Lynn Rankin
Barbara Jean Robinson
Gloria Jean Rumph
Joan F Schmitz
Heather L M Schneller
Alison Parriott Sebastian
Nkadiletsa Rabson Sebego
Traci Leigh Seldin
Regina Yvonne Shelton
*Claudia Jean Soldano
Jane Ann Stephens
Rosemary Procopio Strembicki
Kathryn Carpenter Sutton
Barbara Lee Swaiman
Margo Ellen Tzadok
Ann Patrice Velasco
*John Anderson Ware
Kathleen Wohking
Mary T Weiler
Dawn Stephens Young
Sara Lise Youngdahl

December 21, 1989

Sami Abdulaziz Al-Damigh
Mark Joseph Albertina

Rosena Valerie Clarke
Sharon E Cross

53
Reneé Michelle Cunningham
Shelmaa Siddharth Danak
Janet Kay Fischels
Simonil Forbes
Connie Fussell
Margaret Epperson Gilliatt
Ann Jackoway Hammerman
Joy Marie Hardman
Phyllis Sue Hill
Terrence Gerard Hunn
Penelope Paige Janowski
Parveen Kallliath

Mary Elizabeth Lacy
Li Liang
Mary Elizabeth Lix
Sherri Lyss
Sylvia Bane Malta
Joanita Pais
Leslie Marian Scheuler
Carolyn Jean Schmaltz
Jawanna J Streibig
Janis Buzzbee Walton
Billie Jo Yates
Joy Maria Zimmerman

August 18, 1989

Mohammed A Alshabani
Kenneth Anthony Barrett
Barbara Lynne Bischoff

Shu-Chuan Chen
Carol Elaine Johnson
Melanie Aven Potts
Deborah Rene Stemme

THE SCHOOL OF LAW
Candidates Presented by
DORSEY D. ELLIS, JR., J.D., DEAN

DOCTOR OF LAW
May 18, 1990

Jon Bradley Ahrens
Millicent Suzanne Akin
David Edward Alexander
Robin R Anderson
William Henry Anderson
Jana M Ault
John Albert Bagdasarian
Jill Suzanne Baker
Howard Jay Barewin
W Clark Bartee II
Lori Jeanette Baskins
Karen Adele Berger
Joan Brodshaug Bernstein
Deborah Elaine Bielicke
Barbara Ellen Birkicht
Rebecca Kathleen Blank
Barry Robert Blankfield
Edward Andersen Boling
Robert Henry Branom, Jr.
Donna J Brazas
Valerie Jill Bromberg
Katherine Marie Bromfield
Michael David Bross
‘Constance Rhee Brown
John David Brymesser

Marc Robert Bulson
Melissa Garrett Burns
Belinda Ann Bush
Earl Norman Caldwell II
Rachel Ann Camber
Michele J Campbell
Gloria Ottavia Frances Celesia
William Joseph Clark IV
Ross Edward Cockburn
Camala Ann Collins
Patrick Timothy Conroy
Ellyn Michele Copeland
Linda Kay Cox
Steven Lynn Crouch
Jacqui Lynn De Laet
*Donald Alfred Diebold
William John Donoher, Jr.
Mary Helen Doyle
Elizabeth Ann Duringer
William Scott Durr
James Arthur Ebert
James Robert Edmunds
Jack Robbin Epstein
Donald Lee Erttmier, Jr.
Amy Marvine Faber
Robyn Renee Farmer
David Daniel Farrell
Michael Henry Feldewert
Eric Richard Fend
Jeffrey Todd Fink
Paula Jean Finlay
Michelle Love Forney
Kristen Marie Galles
Helen Louise Gemmill
Vernetta Lenée Gill
Michael J Glennon
David Allen Glover
Amy Jane Goldrich
Jonathan Iuster Goldstein
Melanie Gayle Gurlay
Mark Warren Hagemeister
Eugene Joseph Hanses, Jr.
Ruth Lynne Harris
*Christopher Robert Hedican
Paul Gregory Henry
Alfred Jeffrey Hilado
Ellen Marie Hoelscher
John Warner Hoffman
*Christopher Alan Holden
Donna Lynn Holden
Mark Gerard Holden
Michael James Hossack
Nancy Martha Howard
John Michael Huff
Steven L Jawgiel
Carol E Johnson
Kara Leigh Johnson
Randolph Allen Kahn
Jonathan Lee Kaplan
Keith Keichi Kato
Faye Lyn Katt
Donald George Kennedy
David John Kenyon
David Rex Kibbe
Anna Laura Kindermann
Gregory J Kirsch
David Christopher Knieriem
David Norman Koppel
Nancy G Kornblum
Oskian Kouzouian
David Joshua Kramer
Linda E Kwoun
Stephen Mark Kyle
Elizabeth Webster Lane
Kenneth Jay Leff
Patrick Stephen Levy
Keith Marvey Lewis
Orgena M Lewis-Gathe
Kathleen Dawn Lindenberger
William Allen Linton
Jacqueline Dawn Lorie
Sandra F Louis
Mary Byrne MacDonald
Paul Gerard Machesky
Jeffrey Allen Majzoub
William Shane Margulis
Judith Lea Marrs
Alexia Fay McCaskill
Harold Clayton McGurk IV
Cheryl McMahon
John Andrew McMellen
Penny Marline Melton
Karen Alice Menghini
Rebecca Speir Merry
Adam Edward Miller
James T Mitchell
Marcia L Montgomery
Drew F Nachowiak
Ganesh Natarajan
Glenn H Newby
Meg Grace Newell
Robert Wilmans Newell, Jr.
Rita Mary Nichols
Stacy Marie Noonan
Kathleen Luann Nooney
Mark Joseph O'Toole
Philip Joseph Onorato
Lisa Anne Ottolini
Randolph Douglas Perkins
Clifford Raymond Perry III
Charles Dirk Peterson
Roman Carl Pibl
Lisa Lynn Preddy
Lauri Ann Read
Kenneth Lee Rosen
Steven Jay Rosen
Jill Rebecca Rosenblum
Laurie Ann Rosenthal
Douglas Barrett Rudman
Scott Michael Russ
Catherine Cage Schaeve
Daniel J Schnurman
Emmanuel Aristides Sebastianos
Andrew Mead Shainberg
William Harvey Sherman
James Allen Shuchart
Brian Douglas Siff
Mario Guzman Silva
Judith Debs Simon
Jeffrey Marvin Skoglund
Cheryl Denise Smith
Leonard Hudson Smith
Portia Cai Smith
Scottie Allen Smith  
John Gregory St. Clair  
Cynthia Dawn Starkey  
Julie Felice Stein  
Eva Christina Steinhubl  
Mitchell Brian Stoddard  
Abigail Rebecca Stottlar  
Neal Christopher Stout  
Calea Fall Stovall  
Jack Hun-Yuan Su  
Christopher Scott Swiecicki  
Michael Bruce Syrop  
*John Michael Tanenbaum  
George Anthony Taylor  
Peter Anthony Tenhula  
Betty L Thorne  
Nancy Ann Tishler  
Stephen Mark Todd  
Sally Herr Townsley  

Robert Hans Underwood  
Richard Vannoy III  
*Nick Harry Varsam  
Carolyn Gail Vasterling  
Richard Martin Vicenzi  
Peter Charles Vilmos  
Ronnie Dean Ward  
*John Anderson Ware  
Bruce Jeremy Weingart  
Andrew Jay Weinhaus  
Dale Michael Weppner  
Andrew Ronald Wheeler  
Hope Whitehead  
Robert Elliot Wilens  
John E Winterscheidt  
Barbara Jane Wood  
Dean Thomas Yamamoto  
Alice A Yoch  
Daniel Dragomir Zegura  
Ann Marie Zoeller  
George Jacob Zornada

December 21, 1989
Charles Robert Augur  
Larry Wayne Barker  
Emily Nyman Blood  
Raymund Jared Capelovitch  
Samuel John Erkonen  
Dean Allen Harrington

Patricia Jean Bowling  
Julie Anne Comer  
Michael Barry Marker

Lee D Erwin  
Julie Annette Garrett

Steven Arthur Katz  
William Davis Lawley, Jr.  
W Scott McBride  
Rebecca See Stith  
Janice Lynn TreuteLaar  
Julie Dana Weisenberg

August 18, 1989
Joanna N Matysiak  
Edward Julius Miller, Jr.  
David Wallace Nam

June 16, 1989
Cathleen Mary Griffin  
David Andrew Nadel  
Daren Lloyd Rubenfeld

MASTER OF LAWS
May 18, 1990
Todd Randall Black  
Harris LaRue Bonnette, Jr.  
Kent S Ghahremani  
Donald Joseph Gramke

Frederick M Hawk  
Daniel Thomas Morgan  
Mark Edmund Randolph

December 21, 1989
Marc W Braun

August 18, 1989
Eleanor M Moran
Sawsan Ibrahim Bitar
Manish Chopra
Samer Atallah Joudeh
Christine Hyelim Kim
Marsha Lynn Marden

Roger Blake Nielsen
Matthew Cook Peterson
Jeffrey Charles Schaefer
Behnaz Yalda

Nawal Mona Ahmed
Ilya Meyer Bababekov
Rosa Delia Bellido
Genady Betelman
Dustine Cameron
Victoria Dzundzev
Salama Hassan El Soukkary
Randa Salim Hawatmeh
Shohreh Jamalabadi-Majidi
Charles Douglas Jarrett
Christopher Joseph LoFrisco
Srean Yim Lor
Joseph Clarence McMurray
Khalid Midoun
Hugh Edward Montgomery

William Thurston Parks III
Lawrence Joseph Pijut
Ajit Vijayan Pillai
Emmanuel Platis
Douglas Russell Prince
William Edward Rice
Douglas William Rietz
Magda Sadek Sawiriss
Stephanie Lynn Snyder
Clara Leonor Suarez
Mark Edward Taylor
Gregory William Uelk
Mary Ann Weber

Shabibudheen Vathiyar Abdur-Rahim
Tahira Abidhusein Bhaiji
Gregory Diez Hellmann

Scott Bryan Nickell
Lilia Baylon Shaeffer
Kenneth Dale Sullivan

Carl Eric Jeffreys
Sambath Keo
Josefina Joco Nazareno
Dinh Hiep Nguyen

Chennapur Gangadhar Rammohan
Konreddy Jainder Reddy
Estelita Aduna Santiago
Mohammed Abdul Samad Siddiqui
Joseph Martin Zeigler III

Emmett Love Coleman, Jr.
Golshan Mortezaie-Fard
Darren Y Nakamatsu
Chi Kieu Nguyen

Aviva Pinkas
Timothy James Sills
Catherine Joan Smith
Perry Lynn Westbrook

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ORTHODONTICS

Kevin Carl Chapman
John Courtney Gorman, Jr.
Robert Henry Kazmierski

Byron Scott Okubo
David Wilson Wardlaw
Jonathan Richard Weinbach
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Candidates Presented by
WILLIAM A. PECK, M.D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

May 18, 1990

Tara Anne Adams
Christine June Billingham
Karen Ann Bilskie
Suzanne Marie Dickneite
Marian Celeste Fraley
Molly Kay Gruber
Wendy Sue Klendworth
Lisa Ann Krutchik
Anne Marie Lansing
Lisa Diane Morse
Mary Christine Plassmeyer
Patricia Lynn Ray
Maria Jeanne Sebelski
Angela Jean Stanfill
Tamara Lynn Stephenson
Lori Ann Thesing
Debra Pennell Williams
Mary Catherine Wise

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

May 18, 1990

Linda Sue Birkinbine
Marcy Lynn Bornstein
Anne Elizabeth Cowles
Cyndee Sue Danielson
Kristen Joy Gillogly
Jonna Fay Hamby
Jennifer Suzanne Jagers
Nancy M Klein
Juanita Sue Lieber
Marjorie Grace Mangieri
Judith Ann McKinnon
Stephen Lee Penick
Linda Jo Ann Rear
JoLynn Stecher
Brenda Jean Toner
Kathryn Ann Trocinski
Dawn Marie Wilder
Rebecca Louise Wiseman

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY

May 18, 1990

summa cum laude

*Jill Ann Baslington
*Lisa Langenfeld Grober
*Susan Beth Rous

magna cum laude

*Paula Marie Chell
*Glenda L Foltz
*Kathleen Joan Graham

*Suzette Kay Hale
* Lynnette Irene Nelson
* Elizabeth Kay Pittman
* Marcia Renee Snyder

cum laude

*Wanda J Brenneman
* Mary Elizabeth Glesne
* Candy Lynn Larson
* Donald M Lenort

*Michelle Ann Mariage
*Karen Denise Ohm
*Angela Kay Rieken
*Nancy Jo Rosenthal
*Margaret Therese Smith

May 18, 1990

*Lori Sue Bash
*Mary Ruth Brix
*Glenn Richard Carlson

*Debbie L Clark
*Cheryl Lynne Crispin
*Michele Irene Czuchan
Diane E LaFevers
summa cum laude
Mary A Kuhnline

October 28, 1989

Patricia J Baldwin
magna cum laude
James L Fuchs
Christine Renee Graham

Darcie Ann Bunevac
cum laude
Rebecca Nef Heffernan
Helen Marie Hornfeck

Angela Kay Beck

Jean Marie Arnold
Lee Ann Higginbotham
Rebecca Jeanette Byerley
Lester Nyon Jenkins
Kamil Dostalik
Jean Marie McCusker
Marsha Ann Eifert
Tracy Jo McGuire
Sheri L Frank
Carolyn Jean Stifter

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY
May 18, 1990

Lori Sue Bash
Jill Ann Baslington
Wanda J Brenneman
Mary Ruth Brix
Glenn Richard Carlson
Paula Marie Chell
Debbie L Clark
Cheryl Lynne Crispin
Michele Irene Czuchan
Brian R Dean
Sandra Jane Ellis
Debra Ann Fleming
Glenda L Foltz
Mary Elizabeth Glesne
Kathleen Joan Graham
Lisa Langenfeld Grober
Suzette Kay Hale
Elizabeth Anne La Scala
Candy Lynn Larson

Donald M Lenort
Michelle Ann Mariage
Andrew L Marini
Gregory Joseph Mishica
Lora Ann Moore
Lynette Irene Nelson
Karen Denise Ohm
Lisa Michelle Orup
Randall James Perault
Christopher B Pifer
Elizabeth Kay Pittman
Marnie Reynolds
Angela Kay Rieken
Nancy Jo Rosenthal
Susan Beth Rous
Pamela Joan Schlickbernd
Margaret Therese Smith
Marcia Renee Snyder
Elizabeth Ann Voyles
Steven R Wright

August 18, 1989

Robi Maria Carlson
MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

May 18, 1990

Leah Amir
Suzanne Graham Boyko
Laurie Ann Buie
Cynthia Cazort
Robert Paul Christopher
Allegra Renata Down Connell
Lisa Ann Gruttenden
Steven Dillard Edwards
*Susan Joy Elgin
Wayne David Fastow
Michele Lynnette Fornelli
Jacqueline Ann Fries
Frank Edward Gilbert
William David Greenfield
Jeff Mark Griffin
*Christopher A Holden
Craig William Kalhoefer
David Lee Knocke
Janna Kay Malone
Ronald Herman Pearson
Marc Scott Penner
Shelley Janell Powell
Maria Grace Quirk
Laura J Richard
Ellyn Joy Rosenblum
Alfred Paul Taylor
James Robert White, Jr.

December 21, 1989

Michael Scott McCoy

MASTER OF PSYCHIATRIC EPIDEMIOLOGY

May 18, 1990

Ruth Linda Fischbach

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

May 18, 1990

Todd David Alexander
William Stuart Anast
Peter Lee Apicella
Dexter Edwin Arrington
Kirsten Magdaline Baker
Frank Jerome Bellafiore
William Joseph Benevento
James Kenneth Bischoff
*Iris Leslie Wagnman Borowsky
David Lewis Bowlin
Gyan Singh Sidhu Brard
Lawrence Robert Brown
*Paul Lee Chesis
Gregory Robert Cizek
Steven Edward Collum
Michael Patrick Curran
Paul Larry Dassow
William Todd Dauer
*Andy Chen Dean
Jennifer Ann DeBlieck
Timothy Morris DeBlieck
David Wayne Drucker
Paul Joseph Eastman
Leigh Virginia Evans
*Steven Mark Fine
Mitchell Alex Fremling
Jerome Robert Freund
Adam Jeffrey Gerber
George Garing Gibbs
Maki Okamura Goskowicz
Robin Sann Gossum
Deborah Lynn Greenberg
Jeffrey Dale Grills
Babu Venkatesh Gupta
Christina Lynn Guyton
Curtis Ray Hall
Andreas Ernst Heller
*Robert Otto Heuckeroth
*Andrew William Hing
Anita Jean Holtz
Daniel Scott Horwitz
Darryl Lynn Houston
*Roger Charles Inhorn
Robert Murray Jasmer
Barry Todd Kahn
*Steven A Kane
Francis Xavier Keeley, Jr.
Shahrdad Khodamoradi
Peter Strickler Kieffer
Edward DuBois King
John Otto Krause
John Griffith Lacy
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Hamid Reza Latifi
John J. Lee
*Dean Yaw Li
John Lee Lindsey III
Peter Anthony Looby
*Robinna Gail Lorenz
Nancy Maureen Lynch
*Margaret Russell MacDonald
*Victoria Rose Masakowski
Betty Stewart McDonald
Thomas Robert McMinn, Jr.
Lyrée Nour Mikhail
Brent William Miller
Paul Andrew Miller
Mary Rutchow Morgan
Benjamin Movers
Tammy Zietchick Movers
Christopher Doty Newell
Carl Yasutoshi Owada
Albert H. Park
Linda Ruth Peterson
Cristina M Petit
William N Peugh
Michael Nathan Polinsky
Margaret Katherine Poulos
Anthony Tseventi Pu
*Bradley Joseph Quade
Shawn Paul Quillin
Arun Atrelya Rangaswami
Gladys Ann Richardson
Michael Glenn Ridgeway
David Alan Russian
Philip Nathan Salen
Evan Keith Saunders
Mary Elizabeth Scholand
*William Stix Schwab III
Brian Nathan Schwartz
*Leland James Scott
Alistair Jeremy Scriven
Randall Reuter Sercombe
*Edwin Kepner Silverman
*Neil Jerome Silverman
*Scott E Silverman
Jonathan Charles Silverstein
Warren Keith Slaten
Bradley Jay Snyder
Christopher Michael Speidel
Steven Ray Stoltz
*Marianne Tryphonas Sweetser
Justin Forth Thulin
Jeanne Chun-Yu Tsai
Peter Gordon Van Deerlin
Thomas R Vendegna
Dean Herbert Weber
Rebecca Sue Wolfer
Ian Yip
Douglas Glenn Young

December 22, 1989

Martin Matthew Matzuk
PRIZES, AWARDS AND HONORS

ETHAN A. H. SHEPLEY AWARD

In recognition of leadership, scholarship and service to the University Community.

Arlina Ahluwalia, Christopher Louis Brooks, Michael Lonon Carter, John Alan Giroto, Stephanie Kathleen Heyl, Patrick Neal Koenig, Evan Lawrence Lukasik, Stephanie Lynn Peel, Jillian Frances Zacks

W. ALFRED HAYES AWARD

In recognition of student-athletes who by personal example have provided constructive leadership at Washington University.

Andre LeRoy Cook, Heather Gail Feuerhahn, Andrew Prentice Sterioff, Douglas Andrew Storm

A. GWENDOLYN DREW AWARD

In recognition of students who have contributed positively to varsity athletics.

Boadie Waid Dunlop, Christine Look

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES AND THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Leota Diesel Ashton Prize in Playwriting, Arthur Richard Watson
Leanna Boysko Essay Prize, Jeremy Michael Black and Svetlana Veljkovich
David Bronsen Prize, Alexa Christine Johnson
Ian D. W. Cramer Award, Julia Baumgarten
Antoinette Frances Dames Award, Gregory Dean Foltz, Alexa Christine Johnson, John Edward McCormack, Jeffrey Leonard Ross, and Sterling Paul Strickler
Todd Lewis Friedman Prize in Political Science, Heather Eileen Rosen
Carrie S. Galt Award in Fiction, Chadwick Allen
J. Walter Goldstein Prize in History, Rupin Avinash Kadakia
Roger Conant Hatch Poetry Prize, Colin Keefe
John G. Jutkowitz Memorial Fund Prize, Patricia Ann Albrecht
Margaret Ewing Prize, Matthew Earl Hull, Thomas Karl Jaeger
Arnold J. Lien Prize in Political Science, Jennifer Lynn Kaitschuk
Norma Lowry Memorial Poetry Prize, Anne Toel Makeever
Hyman Meltzer Undergraduate Award in Psychology, Cheryl Suzanne Andersen, Arthur Harley Goodwin
Ernest L. Ohle Award in Earth Sciences, Laurel Lekha Shastri
John M. Olin Prize for Excellence in Economics, Mark Lester Tendale
Senior Physics Prize for Outstanding Performance, Anita Jean Barnes, Peter Seen Shawhan
Pi Mu Epsilon and Ross Middlemiss Prize, Steven Theodore Vahl
Putnam Exam Prize, Japheth Leo Merlin Wood
John C. Sowden Prize in Chemistry, Denise Charlotte Ippensens, Jason Richard Orlinick, Matthew Joseph Wolf
Marian Smith Spector Prize in Biology, Lori Jean Kutka, Peter Donald Zdankiewicz
Harrison Dailey Stalker Book Prize, Susan Margaret Culican
Tavener Prize in Classics, Tracy Michelle Griffin
Percy Tucker Fellows, Jennifer Lynn Bahnick, Sandra Yi-Sheng Lin
Courtney Werner Memorial Prize in Earth Sciences, Martin Stephan Appold, David Barry Gorodetsky
Dean's Award For Academic Excellence, Bettina N Amrein and Michelle Geraldine Ellegood

Final Honors

Bettina N Amrein
Michelle Geraldine Ellegood
Susan Lorraine Nelson
Ruth Margaret Singleton

THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

Darin Joseph Acup
The Daniel Broida Memorial Scholarship
Tamer Ahmed Ahmed
The Mr and Mrs Eugene W Lohman Scholarship
Howard Dean Alyne
The John and Katie M Bruner Memorial Scholarship
Bethany Lynn Anderson
The James E Allison Economics Prize
Russell James Andrey
The James E Whitney Memorial Scholarship
Amy Beth Barron
The Joe and Betty Serenko Scholarship
Shelley Jeannine Barton
The SEMCOR Endowed Scholarship
Kathy Elaine Beal
The W Victor Weir Memorial Scholarship
Charles Kenneth Bear, Jr.
The Building Environmental Systems Scholarship
James Gerard Biehle
The GECO Scholarship
Lalita Rene Bowman
The Mechanical Engineering Departmental Joseph Razek Prize
Eric Mitchell Brandt
The Bertram N Risch Scholarship
Amy Jean Brisben
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental American Telegraph and Telephone Information Systems Laboratories Award
Christopher Louis Brooks
THUR TENE—Leadership Honorary for Juniors
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA—National Leadership Honorary for Seniors
MORTAR BOARD—National Honorary for Seniors
Christopher Scot Butler
The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship
Bonnie Nell Carpenter
The Three-Two Departmental Award for Exceptional Performance
Kevin Ray Carson
The James E Whitney Memorial Scholarship
Jeffrey Remington Crooks
The Three-Two Departmental Outstanding Senior Engineering Award
Hans Marcel Daniels
The Mary Jane and Joseph Ondr Scholarship
The Saint Louis Section, ASCE, Outstanding Student Award
The ASCE Student Chapter Award for Meritorious Service
Melisa Davila
The William M French Scholarship
Douglas David DeVito
The Ethan A H Shepley Award
The OMICRON DELTA KAPPA—National Leadership Honor Society for Seniors
LOCK & CHAIN—Leadership Honorary for Sophomores
The Lucy and Stanley Lopata Scholarship
James Thomas Doll
The Saint Louis-San Francisco Railroads Scholarship
The Norvell C Brasch Memorial Scholarship
Kevin Patrick Duggan
The Spartan Aluminum Products, Inc Scholarship
Steven Patrick Durst
The Lucy and Stanley Lopata Scholarship
Garth David Ely
The Ann Tao Scholarship
Timothy W Foster
The Elmer W Lueckerath Scholarship
The ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Engineers)
Scholarship
Steve Wade Francis
The Joseph B Wyman Scholarship
Gregg Eyermann Franke
The Hermann F Spohrer Memorial Scholarship
Phillip Garden Franklin
The Lowy Enterprises Engineering Scholarship
Mark Edward Gauvin
The Richard D and Alice W Dunlop Scholarship
Michael Brian Gee
The William Tao and Associates Scholarship
Andrew Michael Girard
The Robert W Morris Scholarship
The James E Whitney Memorial Scholarship
Rose Ann Guitos
The Chemical Engineering Departmental Armin Louis Klemin Outstanding Chemical
Engineer Student Award
The Alexander S Langsdorf Fellowship
The MORTAR BOARDS—National Honorary for Seniors
CHIMES—Leadership Honorary for Juniors
Yvonne Kim Haisslar
The Jean and Raymond Winkler Scholarship
Michael David Hanrahan
The James E Allison Economics Prize
The Robert D McClure Scholarship
Everett Francis Hauser, Jr.
The Lowy Enterprises Engineering Scholarship
Dennis Todd Hogan
The John J Summersby Memorial Scholarship
James Morris Holobaugh
The Fred Weber, Sr Memorial Scholarship
David James Horntrop
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Junior
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Professional
Achievement
Thomas Kenneth Hundelt
  The Mrs Carl H Neiman Scholarship
Mark Nicholas Johnson
  The Calvin M Woodward Fellowship
  The Ralph L Cook Scholarship
  The Electrical Engineering Departmental David Levy Outstanding Senior Award
Nathan Paul Judish
  The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Professional Achievement
  The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Sophomore
Scott Eric Keller
  The Karl F Steinhauer Scholarship
Patrick John Kenney
  The Wayman Williams Memorial Scholarship
Christopher Knoepfle
  The Warren K Begeman Memorial Scholarship
Scott James Ladewig
  The Dow Chemical Company Outstanding Junior Chemical Engineer Student
  The Calvin M Woodward Fellowship
  The Chemical Engineering Departmental Award for Service to the Department, President, AICHE Student Chapter
David Michael Lazoff
  The Alexander S Langsdorf Fellowship
  The Computer Science Departmental Award for Academic Excellence
Mogorosi George Leburu
  The Mickleton Scholarship
Bert Alex Lindgren
  The Alexander S Langsdorf Fellowship
Jason Arthur Malkoff
  The Earl and Doris Bumiller Charitable Trust Scholarship
Gregory John Marko
  The Hermann F Spehrer Memorial Scholarship
Albert Mark Martin
  The Peter Puleo Scholarship
Christine E Mayewski
  The Washington University SIAM Chapter Award in Applied Mathematics
Jeffrey Wayne McCandless
  The 1989 International Gas Turbine Institute's Scholarship
Robert Joseph McMahon
  The Chandeysson Electric Company Scholarship
James Joseph Mesenbrink
  The SEMCOR Endowed Scholarship
Michael Kenneth Meusey
  The Lucile N Bodine Memorial Scholarship
Christopher Richard Namovicz
  The Earl R Ade Memorial Scholarship
Avery Glenn Neely
  The Lowry Enterprises Engineering Scholarship
Christopher G Neiner
  The Elmer W Lueckerath Scholarship
  The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) Outstanding Senior Member Award
Stephen Joseph Nolen
  The Louis Sachs Scholarship
Nancy Jean Nourse
  The ESF Scholarship
Edward Joseph Nowakowski
  The Mechanical Engineering Departmental Joseph Razek Prize
  The Herman T and Phenie R Pott Foundation Scholarship
  The "Pop" Berger Memorial Scholarship
David Gene Osland
  The I E and Goldie Millstone Scholarship
Matthew Dean Patton
  The Fisher Controls Edmond S Bauer Memorial Scholarship
Gregory Dean Peterson
  The Computer Science Departmental American Telegraph and Telephone Information Systems Award
Donald Gene Porter
  The Alexander S Langsdorf Fellowship
  The Paric Corporation Scholarship
  The Computer Science Departmental Award for Professional Excellence
Clayton McHugh Quayle
  The Herman T and Phenie R Pott Foundation Scholarship
Daniel Joseph Ramirez
  The Hermann F Spoehrer Memorial Scholarship
Carl Thomas Raycroft
  The Stanley and Carol Proctor Scholarship
Richard Earl Rose
  The August and Ruth Homeyer Scholarship
Scott Alan Rubinstein
  The Wayman Williams Memorial Scholarship
Michael Daniel Rucki
  The Hermann F Spoehrer Memorial Scholarship
  The Gustel R Kiewitt Memorial Scholarship
  The Civic Engineering Departmental Senior Class Award for Academic Excellence
  The Three-Two Departmental Outstanding Senior Engineering Award
Kevin Scott Ruland
  The Albert Newton Bohrer Memorial Scholarship
  The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Senior
Corey Lee Rush
  The Class of 1981 Scholarship
  The Calvin M Woodward Fellowship
Jay Kiyoshi Sato
  The Erwin C Hoelscher Memorial/ASME Outstanding Senior Award
David Lee Schweiger, Jr.
  The Class of 1982 Scholarship
Barbara Jean Setala
  The Hermann F Spoehrer Memorial Scholarship
Randolph Mahan Setser
  The Norman J Stupp Memorial Scholarship
Bradley Everett Shutes
  The Hermann F Spoehrer Memorial Scholarship
Todd Alan Skoog
  The Frank Dziama Memorial Scholarship
David Hackett Slakes
  The ESF Scholarship
  The Mrs Carl H Neiman Scholarship
Douglas Steven Smith  
The Eugene W Lohman Scholarship
Mary Christina Spang  
The James E Whitney Memorial Scholarship
Todd Douglas Steinbrueck  
The D W Winsby Scholarship
Scott Alan Stinebruner  
The Robert D McClure Scholarship
Andrew James Sullivan  
The Hermann F Spoehrler Memorial Scholarship
James Gardiner Terry  
The Ralph L Cook Scholarship
Bradley Albert Thone  
The Laura and William Jens Memorial Scholarship
Peter Allen Uchytil  
The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship
Laura Sue Ulderich  
The Jack and Claudia Wright Scholarship
Stephen Joseph Vendt  
The Laura and William Jens Memorial Scholarship
Thomas Edward Venturella  
The J David Lytle Scholarship
   The Russell R Pfeffer Memorial Scholarship
Stephanie Marie Waisanen  
The Procter and Gamble Scholarship
Steven Truitt Wereley  
The Stanley F Jackes Endowed Scholarship
Gail Lynn Wheeler  
The James E Whitney Scholarship
Benjamin Clinton Wilk  
The Southwestern Bell Telephone Scholarship
Randall Dale Williams  
The William Henry Abbott Memorial Scholarship
Derek Guthrie Williamson  
The Frank E Dolson Memorial Fund Scholarship
   The Civil Engineering Departmental Ernst and Josephine Bloss Memorial Award
   The James E Allison Economics Prize
   The Engineering and Policy Departmental Senior Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement
Ray Wesley Wittmer, Jr.  
The Norman J Stupp Memorial Scholarship
   The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Class Award for Academic Excellence
Jane Abbott Witte  
The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship
Kenneth Mark Wittmer  
The Vladimir Anastasoff Scholarship
Weston William Woods  
The Leon and Elizabeth Matthey and Troy and Harriet Tankersley Scholarship
Peter Andrew Zdrodowski  
The Saint Louis-San Francisco Railroads Scholarship
THE SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Final Honors

Mark Joseph Ammann
Christy Ann Bobbitt
Susan Linnea Courtney
Kelly Erving Fackelman
Jack Phillip Gillette
Roy David Handlang
Garry Lee Hirschboeck
William Compton Kallbrier
Suzanne Elyse Layman

Daniel Thomas Maloney
Michael K Mohesky
Zhigad Pan
Royce Allen Payton
Victoria Potter
Patricia Anne Siegfried
Mahmoud Khalil Suleiman
James T Turner

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Alpha Rho Chi Award, David Marc Schefer
American Institute of Architects Medal, Robert William Steul
Certificate of Merit, Andrew L Rainist
Association of Women in Architecture and Allied Arts, Stephanie Ann Greenfield and Sherine Hussein Toppozada
School of Architecture Faculty Award to Outstanding Undergraduate, Patricia Graciela Alarcón
Frederick Widmann Prize in Architecture, David Russell Lang

THE JOHN M. OLIN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Milford Bohn Award in Marketing, Brooks Lanham McCorcle
Dean’s Special Service Award, Jeff P Croy
Financial Executives Institute Award, Evan Lawrence Lukasik
John Wayne Latchum Memorial Award, James Geller Blatt
Lindell Trust Company Prize in Banking and Finance, Steven D Kallmeyer
Isidor Loeb Prize in Leadership, Todd Gary Schwendiman
MBA Scholar Award, Brooks Lanham McCorcle and Kevin F Mulhall
Missouri Society of Certified Public Accountants, Stephanie Lynn Peel
Hubert C. “Hub” Moog Prize, Leigh Ann Vittert
National Honor Society of the Financial Management Association, Peter Beyerstedt Harre, Kevin F Mulhall, and David Brian Vealey
Max Hayutin Award, Douglas Robert Ostermann
Hiram W. Neuwheiser Prize, Tamara Bishop Schwartz
Powell Niland Prize in Operations and Manufacturing Management, Amy L Van Domelen
Outstanding Student Athlete Award, Scott Alan Owens
Second Annual Olin Cup Competition, Todd Warren Gruenig, Evan Lawrence Lukasik, Douglas Robert Ostermann, John Michael Thomas
Student Achievement Award, Sheldon Lee Bruha
Joseph W. Towle Prize in Human Resources Management and Organizational Behavior, Pamela Karen Roth

Wall Street Journal Award, Sheldon Lee Bruha and David Brian Vealey
Beta Gamma Sigma Initiates
Executive MBA's: Giselle C Brown, Sheila Suzanne Collins, John Walton Curley, Michael Raymond Gordiner, William Timothy Jerry, Gwen Grabowski Krivi, Glenn Allen Stith, Joe Edwin Strawn, Jr., Timothy John Thompson

*initiated previously

THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Grace M. Bell Art Scholarship, Erick Andrew Wolfmeyer
Marsha Hertzman Blasingame Prize in Printmaking, Julia Anne Randall
Thomas R. Blow Scholarship, Philip Edwin Flurry, Matthew C Fuller, Joel Benjamin Tachau
Richard Brunnel Scholarship, Joanna Duley, Joel Benjamin Tachau
Helen Fabish Memorial Scholarship in Sculpture, Stephanie Kathleen Heyl
William Fett Drawing Prize, Terence L Dunahay, Jr., Michelle Joy Oosterbaan
Caroline Risque Janis Prize in Sculpture, Philip Edwin Flurry, Stephanie Kathleen Heyl, John Mark Molnar
Kellwood Foundation Scholarship in Fashion Design, Susan Cira Jennings
Louise Roblee McCarthy Scholarship, Colin Keefe, Jeffrey Michael Krantz
Tanasko Milovich Scholarship in Painting, Robert Stephen Klefisch
Julia Mary and Charlotte Elizabeth Secor Scholarship, Joanna Duley, Nancy Elizabeth Hartog, Stephanie Kathleen Heyl, Jeffrey Michael Krantz, Michelle Joy Oosterbaan, Sara Leona Rodney, Krista A Terpack, Alison Mari Ugaebara, Alan Mark Wiener, John Harvey Wilson, Jr.
Irving L. Sorger Scholarship in Fashion Design, Maria Aftentoulis
Edmund Henry Wuerpel Scholarship, Elizabeth Ann Frazier, Christina Kelley, Christine Margaret Koziolosky

THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Jane Addams Fellowship, Clare Anne Harshbarger Jacobsmeier
Alumni Scholarship, Barbara Lee Swaiman
Roger Baldwin Fellowship, Leslie Marian Scheuler
Frank Bruno Fellowship, Jacqueline Brandli, Melanie Aten Potts
William Burke Scholarship, Juliana Perez Furnish
Carpenter Fellowship, Rosena Valerie Clarke, Michele Mary Connelly, Patricia Jordan Grice
Citizens Advisory Committee Scholarship, Heather L M Schneller
Dean's Fellowship, Barbara Lynne Bischoff, Joy Maria Zimmerman
Dorothea Dix Fellowship, Ruth Tamar Asher, Connie Fussell
W.E.B. DuBois Fellowship, Terri Lynne Knoctlon
Isabel Laverus and Maximilian Greenberg Scholarship, Rosemary Procopio Stremicki, Mary T Weller
Janet and Stanley Harris Community Enrichment Foundation, Lori Kabrun, Ann Elizabeth Michaels
Harry Hopkins Fellowship, Joanna Beth Frerking
Bettie Schroth Johnson Scholarship in Social Service Management, Amy Beth Boulware, Nancy Storm Julian, Janis Buzzbee Walton
Myrtle Blanck Larson Memorial Scholarship in Health Care, Shehnaz Siddharth Danak, Sylvia Bane Malta, Michele Janet O'Brien, Kathryn Carpenter Sutton
Richard and Kathleen Parvis Scholarship for International Students, Kun Chang Francis Perkins Fellowship, Li Liang, Regina Yvonne Shelton
Dorricie Pirtle Scholarship, Christina Marie Lipton, Toni DelVecchio McClure
David Rabinovitz Scholarship, Nancy Robyn Boime
Mary Richmond Fellowship, Julie Ann DeRosier
Joseph H. and Florence A. Roblee Foundation Scholarship, Linda Kaye McClerklin Eleanor Roosevelt Fellowship, Dorothy Ann Dimiduk
Albert Schweitzer Fellowship, Simonil Forbes, Michael Joseph Farel Mother Teresa Fellowship, Parveen Kallith
Elizabeth R. Williamson Scholarship, Susan Renee Porter, Ann Patrice Velasco Benjamin E. Youngdahl Fellowship, Aimee Joy Maas

THE SCHOOL OF LAW
Alumni Association Prize, Jonathan Iuster Goldstein
American Bar Association Section of Urban, State and Local Government Law Prize:
  Land Use Law: Belinda Ann Bush
Judge Amandus Brackman Moot Court Prize, William Henry Anderson, Belinda Ann Bush
  Judge Samuel M. Breckenridge Prize:
     First Prize: Daniel Dragomir Zegura
     Second Prize: David Christopher Knieriem
  The Breckenridge Scholarship Prize:
     First Prize: James Allen Shuchart
     Second Prize: Sally Herr Townsley
John W. Calhoun Prize, Vernetta Leneé Gill
Charles Wendell Carnahan Prize, Paula Jean Finlay, James Allen Shuchart, Sally Herr Townsley
Mary Collier Hitchcock Prize, Nick Harry Varsam
International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award, Ganesh Natarajan, Jack Hun-Yuan Su
Judge Myron D. Mills Administrative Law Award, Adam Edward Miller
National Association of Women Lawyers Outstanding Graduate Award, Calea Fall Stovall
Milton F. Napier Trial Award, Christopher Robert Hedican
William M. Pomerantz Trial Prize, Paula Jean Finley, Vernetta Leneé Gill,
  Christopher Robert Hedican
  Scribes: Carolyn Gail Vasterling
The Order of Barristers: Camala Ann Collins, William Scott Durr, James Arthur Ebert, Donald Lee Erftmier, Jr., David Allen Glover, Ruth Lynn Harris, David Rex Kibbe, William Allen Linton, Janice Lynn TreuteLaar, Catherine Cage Schaeve

THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE
Academy of General Dentistry Award, Manish Chopra
The Academy of Operative Dentistry Award, Douglas Russell Prince
Alpha Omega Award, Marsha Lynn Marden, Roger Blake Nielsen
American Academy of Dental Radiology Certificate, Christine Hyelim Kim
American Academy of Oral Medicine Award, Matthew Cook Peterson
American Academy of Oral Pathology, Sausan Ibrahim Bitar
American Academy of Periodontology Award, Behnaz Yalda
American Association of Endodontists Certificate, Charles Douglas Jarrett
American College of Prosthodontics Undergraduate Achievement Award, Manish Chopra
American Association of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeons Award, Joseph Clarence McMurray
American Association of Orthodontists Award, Roger Blake Nielsen
American Association of Women Dentists, Marsha Lynn Marden
American Dental Society of Anesthesiology, Marsha Lynn Marden
American Society of Dentistry for Children Award, Behnaz Yalda
Richard Bengel Acknowledgement Award for Crown and Bridge, Roger Blake Nielsen
Richard Bengel Acknowledgement Award for Periodontics, Marsha Lynn Marden
Anna Bredall Awards, Charles Douglas Jarrett, Behnaz Yalda
Delta Sigma Delta Award, Christine Hyelim Kim
Delta Sigma Delta Scholarship Cash Award, Marsha Lynn Marden
Dentsply International Merit Award, Christine Hyelim Kim, Jeffrey Charles Schaefer
Advanced Standing Program Dean's Award, Samer Atallah Joudeh
Edward R. Hart Award, Douglas Russell Prince
International College of Dentists Award, Douglas William Rietz
Ishiyaku EuroAmerica Publishers, Inc. Award, Dustin Cameron
National Board Dental Examination Awards: Highest Overall Average Part I,
  Roger Blake Nielsen
  Highest Overall Average Part II,
    Manish Chopra, Marsha Lynn Marden
  Highest Individual Score Part I,
    Manish Chopra, Behnaz Yalda
  Highest Individual Score Part II,
    Manish Chopra, Roger Blake Nielsen

Pierre Fauchard Scholarship Award, Christopher Joseph LoFrisco
Pierre Fauchard Academy Award, Christopher Joseph LoFrisco
Quintessence Awards:
Clinical Achievement In Restorative Dentistry, Christopher Joseph LoFrisco
Clinical Achievement in Periodontics, Christopher Joseph LoFrisco
Washington University Dental Alumni Association Prize, Marsha Lynn Marden,
  Roger Blake Nielsen
  J.D. White Award, Douglas William Rietz
  Xi Psi Phi Anatomy Prize, Jeffrey Charles Schaefer
  Xi Psi Phi Scholarship Award, Behnaz Yalda

Omicron Kappa Upsilon, Christine Hyelim Kim, Marsha Lynn Marden, Roger Blake Nielsen,
  Behnaz Yalda

HEALTH ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM

High Honors
Ellyn Joy Rosenblum

Final Honors
Michele Lynnette Fornelli
Janna Kay Malone
Laura J Richard

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Alpha Omega Alpha Book Prize, Anita Jean Holtz
American Medical Women's Association, Inc., Scholarship Achievement Citations,
  Lyree Nour Mikhail, Rebecca Sue Wolfer
Alexander Berg Prize in Microbiology and Immunology, Brent William Miller
  Jacques J. Bronfenbrenner Award, William N Peugh
Richard S. Brookings Medical School Award, Scott E Silverman
Robert Carter Medical School Award, William Joseph Benevento
  George F. Gill Prize in Pediatrics, Robert Otto Heuckeroth
Alfred Goldman Book Prize in Diseases of the Chest, Darryl Lynn Houston
John E. Kirk Scholastic Award, Peter Anthony Looby
Louis and Dorothy Kovitz Senior Award in Surgery, Peter Anthony Looby
Lange Medical Publication Award, Anita Jean Holtz
Irwin Levy Prize in Neurology and Neurological Surgery, Leland James Scott
Medical Fund Society Prize in Medicine, Thomas R Vendegna
Medical Fund Society Prize in Surgery, Robert Murray Jasmer
Merck Manual Award, Lyree Nour Mikhail, Mary Rutcho Morgan, Michael Nathan Polinsky
Missouri State Medical Association Award, Leigh Virginia Evans, Adam Jeffrey Gerber, Benjamin Mozas
St. Louis Internist’s Club Award, Edwin Kepner Silverman
St. Louis Pediatric Society Prize, Paul Andrew Miller
Sandoz Award in Psychiatry, Iris Leslie Wagman Borowsky
John B. Smith Memorial Fund Award, Linda Ruth Peterson
Samuel D. Soule Award in Obstetrics and Gynecology, Peter Gordon Van Deelen
Upjohn Achievement Award, Evan Keith Saunders
Samson F. Wennerman Prize in Surgery, William N Peugh
Hugh M. Wilson Award in Radiology, Paul Lee Chesis, Christopher Michael Speidel
James Henry Yalem Prize in Dermatology, Maki Okamura Goskowicz
Elizabeth L. Demonchaux Prize in Pediatrics, Marianne Tryphonas Sweetser
Max and Evelyn Grand Prize, William Joseph Benevento
Ishiyaku Euroamerica, Inc., Book Prize, Dean Herbert Weber
Edward Massie Prize for Excellence in Cardiology, Tammy Zietchick Mousas
Dr. Harvey Butcher Prize in Surgery, Rebecca Sue Wolfer
Janet M. Glasgow Memorial Award, Anita Jean Holtz
I. Wallace Leibner Award, Robert Murray Jasmer
Dr. Philip Needleman Pharmacology Prize, Martin Matthew Matzuk
Dr. William Ellis Award, Scott E Silverman
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiates: Iris Leslie Wagman Borowsky, Paul Larry Dassow, Andy Chen Dean, Adam Jeffrey Gerber, Robin Sann Gossum, Deborah Lynn Greenberg, Robert Otto Henckeroth, Roger Charles Inhorn, Anita Jean Holtz, Robert Murray Jasmer, Hamid Reza Latifi, Peter Anthony Looby, Lyree Nour Mikhail, Benjamin Mozas, William N Peugh, Michael Nathan Polinsky, Edwin Kepner Silverman, Thomas R Vendegna, Rebecca Sue Wolfer
COMMISSIONS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

The following candidates will be commissioned by
Lieutenant Colonel Robert L. Bates, United States Army
Professor of Military Science

Issued by the Secretary of the Army

SECOND LIEUTENANT, UNITED STATES ARMY

*Kirsten Bernadette Arndt-Hutson
Joseph Frederick Boyd
John Chrysostom Burk, Jr.
*Kao Bin Chou
Robert Adam Goldsteen

Philip Gregory Hirshman
*Brian Michael McMurry
*Michael Richard Muck
*Christopher Scott Russell
Carmelo Joseph Torrisi

*Distinguished Military Graduate (Army)

The following candidates will be commissioned by Colonel Larry A. Rachuy, United States Air Force, Detachment 207 Commander.

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

Issued by the Secretary of the Air Force

SECOND LIEUTENANT, AIR FORCE RESERVE

Christopher Louis Brooks
Kyle Winston Moore
Gregory Dean Peterson

Lemuel Russell Waitman
Stephen Arthur Wisser
Presentation Receptions

Following the Commencement Exercises, the deans of the various divisions will be holding a series of receptions where diplomas will be individually distributed. Refreshments will be available for members of the graduating class, their families and friends.

The College of Arts and Sciences
North side of Graham Chapel
Rain location—Holmes Lounge

The Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
Hooding and Recognition ceremony — Edison Theatre
Reception — Gallery and Gargoyle in Mallinckrodt, Lower Level

University College
Olin Women's Building Lounge

The School of Engineering and Applied Science
South side of Lopata Hall
Rain location—Lopata Gallery

The School of Technology and Information Management
South patio of Prince Hall
Rain location—Umrath Lounge

The School of Architecture
Diploma ceremony — Brookings Approach, North of Givens Hall
Reception — Givens Hall

The John M Olin School of Business
Diploma ceremony—Field House, Athletic Complex
Reception—John E. Simon Hall

The School of Fine Arts
Steinberg Auditorium

The George Warren Brown School of Social Work
Reception—East lawn of Brown Hall
Rain location — Brown Lounge
Diploma ceremony—Graham Chapel
THE SCHOOL OF LAW
Diploma ceremony—Graham Chapel
Reception—Seeley G Mudd Law Building

THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE
The Breckenridge Frontenac Hotel

THE PROGRAM IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Chip Room — Carpenters Union Building

THE HEALTH ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM
Diploma ceremony—Moore Auditorium
Reception—Olin Penthouse, Medical School

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
The Clarion Hotel
THE ALMA MATER

Dear Alma Mater, Thy name is sweet to me.
Those days of youth which All of us spent with thee

Our hearts are all for thee Fair Washington.
Form a dear history, Fair Washington.

Thy halls shall honored be Throughout this great country
Could they renewed be, We'd live our days with thee

For all eternity, Our Washington.
For all eternity, Our Washington.

76